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PREFACE

The delegates to the 1971-1972 Montana Constitutional
Convention will need historical, legal and comparative
information about the Montana Constitution. Recognizing
this need, the 19 71 Legislative Assembly created the
Constitutional Convention Commission emd directed it to
assemble and prepare essential information for the Con-
vention.

To fulfill this responsibility, the Constitutional Con-
vention Commission is preparing a series of research
reports under the general title of Constitutional Conven-
tion Studies. In addition the series of research reports
the Commission has authorized the reprinting of certain
documents for the use of Convention delegates.

This research memorandum, a collection of readings on the
organization of constitutional conventions was prepared
under the supervision of the Commission's Convention
Arrangements Committee consisting of William Stemhagen^
Chairman; Clyde Hawks; Leonard Schulz; emd Charles Bovey.

The selection of readings is designed to provide a back-
ground for the delegates on the organization of recent
constitutional conventions. Although all items selected
are published in other sources, the Commission felt that
the collection of these essays into a single volume would
be especially useful to the delegates. The Commission's
appreciation is extended to the various authors emd pub-
lishers who so graciously granted permission to use the
selections contained herein.

This report is respectfully submitted to the people of
Montana cuid their delegates to the 1971-1972 Constitu-
tional Convention.

ALEXANDER BLEWETT

CHAIRMAN

ill



The major queationa in calling and aaaenibling
the convention are legal queationa . In aontraat,
the problem of aucoeaafully organizing the

convention ao that ita work may be done in an
effective and expeditioua manner ia primarily
a practical one.

Carrol L. Wagner, Jr.
Virginia Law Review
54 (l968) p. 1016
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CHAPTER I

STATE CONSTITUTIONAL CHANGE: THE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION

By Carrol L. Wagner, Jr.

Reprinted by permission of author and publisher from: Carrol
L. Wagner, Jr. "State Constitutional Change: the Constitu-
tional Convention." Virginia Law Review 54 (1968); pp. 995-
1030.
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STATE CONSTITUTIONAL CHANGE:
THE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION

[E]ach generation . . . [has] a right to choose for itself the form of goxf-

ermrnut k believes most promotive of its own happiness.

Thomas Jefferson^

ConstitutionaUsm has been defined as

the . . . proposition that the government is a set of activities organized

by and operated on behalf of the people, but subject to a series of re-

straints which attempt to insure that the power which goes with such

governance is not abused by those who are called upon to do the

governing.*

In conjunction with Jefferson's commendation of structural change in

government to maximize public happiness, this proposition is likely to com-

mand universal assent in the United States.^ A written constitution is gen-

erally regarded as a fundamental law performing certain fundamental func-

tions: defining the structure of government over a long period of time, re-

straining governmental powers, protecting individual rights, and symbol-

izing the social consensus or the basic unity of the body politic. Through
these functions a constitution creates confidence among the various segments

'Letter from Thomas Jefferson to Samuel Kercheval, July 12, 1816, in 7 Wbtiincs

13 (Ford cd.).

*C. FwEDRicH, Constitutional Government and Democracy J} (1941).

' The right of the people to determine the manner in which they are to be governed

has been widely expressed in American political theory. As early as 1690, John Locke in

Elngland articulated a political philosophy which recognized the inherent right of every

people ". . . to resume their original liberty, and by the establishment of a new legislature

(such as they shall think fit), provide for their own safety and security, which is the

end for which they are in society." J. Locke, Two Treatises of Government in Great
PouTicAi. Thinkers 409 (W. Ebenstein ed., 3d ed. 1963). Thomas Jefferson drew

opon Locke's theories in <frafting the Declaration of Independence. The compact

theory of the state, the concept of narural law and rights, the doctrine of popular

sovereignty, and the notion of a right of revolution, all theories identified with John

Locke, were the philosophical basis of the document adopted on July 4, 1776. George

Mason anticipated Jefferson's ideas in drafting the Virginia Bill of Rights of June 12,

1776. This famous document recognized that: ".
. . when any government shall be

found inadequate or contrarj' to these purposes, a majority of the community hath an

indubitable, unalienable and indefeasible right to reform, alter or abolish it, in such

manner as shall be judged most conducive to the public weal." The Virginia Bill of

Rights in Documents of American History 103 (H. Commager ed., 7th ed. 1962).
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of society that governmental decisions and actions will be circumscribed by
procedural and substantive safeguards.*

Both the Federal Constitution and state constitutions perform these gen-
eral functions. However, this general similarity does not dictate a uniform
mode of analysis for both national and state constitutions. There is a real

difference in functional emphasis, as Professor Frank Grad suggests in

another article in this Symposium;' state constitutions are primarily con-
cerned with restraining governmental powers while the Federal Constitu-

tion is devoted in large part to symbolic and protective functions.

There are two related reasons for this difference in functional emphasis.

In the first place, state constitutions now play a relatively minor role in pre-

serving the rights of citizens.'' Most of these rights, whether because of the

states' failure to fulfill this responsibility or otherwise, are already protected
by the Federal Constitution against encroachment by the states as well as

the Federal Government.' State constitutions are now primarily concerned

*For a wide-ranging discussion of the theoretical nature of constitutionalism as

seen by a political theorist, see C. Frieorich, Constitutional Government and De-
mocracy (rev. ed. 1950). Friedrich remarks:

Rights are constitutional, not natural. The constitution, . . . which is the
process by which governmental action is effectively restrained, functions also

as the most effective symbol of unifying forces operative in a community. Our
insight into social motivation owing to modern research enables us to distinguish

fairly well between the system of institutional safeguards, patterned in many
different ways but always designed to prevent the concentration of power, and the
congeries of symbols expressive of communal traditions and general agreements.
Through recognizing this, we should avoid the cynicism which springs from a

naive rational search for close correspondence between symbols and the things

they refer to. It is equally important to recognize the need for continual change.
An appreciation of the symbolic value of the constitution need not obscure the

dynamic, changing nature of the traditions and agreements which it symbolizes.

Id. at 172.

s Grad, The State Constitution: Its Function and Form for Our Time, 54 Va. L.

Rev. 928 (1968).

* In 1873 the United States Supreme (hurt's interpretation of the privileges and im-

munities clause of the Fourteenth Amendment left responsibility for protecting civil

rights from state action to the state constitutions. Slaughtcr-House Cases, 8) US.
(16 Wall.) 36 (1873). However, later cases utilized the due process clause of the

Fourteenth Amendment to require that states avoid abridging those rights protected

by the Federal Constitution, infra note 7, thereby taking the protection of these rights

from the exclusive domain of state constitutions.

? The United States Supreme Court has construed the Founeenth Amendment to

prohibit the states from abridging certain rights embodied in the first eight amendments

ra dM Unkcd Scatei Constitution. The f«iier*l right* which the Fourteenth Amendment
presently guarantees are, from the First Amendment, the establishment clause, Everson

v. Board of Educ, 330 U.S. 1 (1947), freedom of religion, Canrwell v. Connecticut, 310

U.S. 296 (1940). freedom of speech and press, Gitlow v. New York, 268 U.S. 652 (1925),

and the right of assembly, Dejonge v. Oregon, 299 U.S. 353 (1937); from the Fourth

Amendment, the freedom from unreasonable searches and seizures, Mapp v. Ohio, 367
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instead with organic matters—with structuring the interrelationship between
coordinate branches of state government and with defining the powers of

state government vis a vis units of local government. In the second place, the

Federal Government is one of delegated powers. Its powers and those of its

separate branches must emanate from a specific grant; no power is implied

which is not necessary to fulfill a clearly expressed constitutional duty.

State governments, on the other hand, are assumed to possess plenary power
in those areas not within the federal sphere.* The difficulty in construing a

state constitution is not, as it is under the Federal Constitution, one of dis-

covering a grant of authority so much as it is one of finding a constitutional

denial of authority. Explicit limitations on governmental powers must
therefore be included in a state constitution, and in formulating these nec-

essarily detailed limitations the document inevitably performs a function

which in the federal system is accomplished through legislation—a function

which may be appropriately termed "super-legislative."

This difference in functional emphasis has important ramifications for

the processes of state constitution-making. The withdrawal of certain

areas from legislative discretion usually demands the inclusion of a consid-

erable amount of detail in the constitution in order to make the denials of

power explicit. Much of this detail will be keyed to the state and local

governmental structures and entities existing at the time the document is

fashioned, and will embody many value choices which are much less per-

manent than those values embedded in the Federal Constitution. Periodic

alteration is thus a necessity if the complicated organic structure is not to

degenerate into a compilation of archaic technicalities. This means that state

VS. 643 (1961); from the Fifth Amendment, the right to just compensation, Chicago,

B. & Q. R. R. V. Chicago, 166 U.S. 226 (1897), and the privilege against self-incrimina-

tion, Malloy V. Hogan, 378 U.S. 1 (1964); from the Sixth Amendment, the right to

assistance of counsel, Gideon v. Wainwright, 372 U.S. 335 (1963), the right to con-

front witnesses, Pointer v. Texas, 380 US. 400 (1965), the right to a speedy trial,

Klopfer V. North Carolina, 386 XJS. 213 (1967), and the right to have compulsory

process served upon witnesses, Washington v. Texas, 388 US. 14 (1967); from the

Eighth Amendment, the prohibition against cruel and unusual punishment, Robinson

V. California, 370 US. 660 (1962); and from the "penumbra" of the Bill of Rights, a

right to privacy, Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 US. 479 (1965).

«Dodd, The Function of a State Constitution, 30 Pou Sa. Q. 201-12 (1915). Pro-

fessor Cx)oley said of state constitution legislative provisions:

In creating a legislative department and conferring upon it the legislative power,
the people must be understood to have conferred the full and complete power as

it rests in, and may be exercised by, the sovereign power of any country, subject

only to such restrictions as they may have seen fit to impose, and to the limita-

tions which are contained in the Ckmstitution of the United States. The legislative

department is not made a special agency for the exercise of specifically defined

legislative powers, but is intrusted with the general authority to make laws at

discretion.

T. CooLEY, 1 CONSTITUTIONAL LiMrTATioNs 175 (8th cd. 1927).
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constitutions should be more susceptible to alteration than the Federal Con-
stitution: details must be revamped whenever the specific situation which
prompted their inclusion has changed. But the fundamental law embedded
in the state constitution, the provisions protecting fundamental rights, should
be secure and relatively immune from change. The differing nature of funda-
mental and super-legislative provisions in a state constitution suggests that

they should be subject to different procedures for alteration.

Mooes of 0)nstitutional Change

There exist two orderly modes by which constitutions are changed:
interpretation of constitutional language and amendment or revision of the

document. "Interpretation" refers to changes in the application of existing

constitutional provisions, accomplished through a gloss on the words of the

document without changing the words themselves. This gloss is usually

provided by the judiciary, but may also result from legislative, executive or
private interpretation. "Amendment" and "revision" refer to a formal po-
litical procedure which results either in limited changes in the words of the

document ("amendment") or in a comprehensive, formal rewriting of a

substantial part of the document ("revision").

Interpretation

To the extent that written constitutional language states general principles

of law, interpretation of the language is necessary in deciding concrete cases.

The most common form of interpretation is that practiced by the judiciary,

and is well illustrated by the United States Supreme Court decisions con-
cerning the scope of the Bill of Rights of the Federal Constitution.* Interpre-

tation is also practiced, less formally, by other branches of the government.
For example, "political questions" represent those areas of constitutional

law in which the courts expressly defer to the constitutional interpretations

of coordinate branches of the government.*' The constitutionality of pro-
posed legislation is a legitimate subject of debate in the legislative process.

And governmental practices approved by or unknown to the populace and
unchallenged in the courts may shape the application of constitutional pro-
visions. In one sense, then, all governmental activity is a continuous process

of interpreting fundamental law.

In many cases interpretation is static and analogous to statutory con-
struction: for example, inconsistent provisions are harmonized or a decision

is made as to which of a number of provisions control. On the other hand,
dynamic interpretation-interpretative constitutional change-can be said to

» See note 7 supra.

iOSee, e.g., Colegrove v. Green, 328 U.S. 549 (194<5); Coleman v. Miller. 307 VS.
«3 (1939).
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occur when new meaning is given to constitutional language: this may be

meaning which is required for the solution of problems uncontemplated by
the framcrs of the document, but which is consistent with their value judg-

ments; or it may be meaning which seems contrtry to the express or implied

intentions or presumptions of the framers; or it may be meaning which
inserts a new value into the constitution.

Several factors interact to determine whether judicial interpretation in

a given jurisdiction will be static or will manifest constitutional change.

First, the more general the language of the document, the more siisceptible

it is to interpretation guaranteeing rights or permitting governmental activi-

ties uncontemplated by the framers, while the detailed delineation of rights

and powers and the inclusion of quasi-statutory material in the consti-

tution is more conducive to statutory-like interpretation.** Second, insofar

as interpretative change depends upon action or acquiescence by the judi-

ciary, it also depends upon the attitudes of judicial personnel and the bench's

position in the state's legal and social order. The tradition of constitutional

jiuisprudence, the position of community esteem occupied by the judiciary,

and their dependence upon periodic reelection or reappointment all influ-

ence the bench's willingness to effect constitutional change.*' Third, the

11 Careful study shows that the state consdcutional change by inteqiretation and
informal processes does occur but that state constitutions have not been broadly
susceptible to growth by political, judicial, and popular interpretation. The
many limitations placed upon the instruments of state government, together with
the common practice of outlining governmental powers in detail, discourages sub-
stantial constitutional growth and change through interpretive means.

Hartley, Methods of Constitutional Change, m State Constitutional Revision 2J-24

(W. Graves ed. I960).

12 For example, the Supreme Court of the United States occupies the highest judicial

position in the eyes of the public, and its members are independent of the political

system. Consequently, it is not surprising that the Court's interpretation of the Federal

Constitution is a paradigm of dynamic interpretation. The Coun has overruled itself

over one hundred times on constitutional interpretations. The CoNSTrrunoN of the
United States of America 1541-49 (Government Printing Office 1964). See Frankfurter,

John Marshall and the Judicial Function, 69 Harv. L. Rev. 217, 229 (1955), where Mr.
Justice Franlcfuner states;

No doubt, these provisions of the Constitution were not calculated to give

permanent legal sanction merely to the social arrangements and beliefs of a

particular epoch. Like all legal provisions without a fixed technical meaning,
they are ambulant, adaptable to the changes of time. That is their strength. . . .

Although we usually describe constitutional law as fundamental or organic law,

many state constitutions have provisions which are in no way fundamental or organic

law.

Such particulars have been insencd in these documents for various reasons, but
most of them add up to a lack of confidence in the legislative organs of govern-
ment. Since these constitutional provisions cannot readily be changed to har-

monize with the changes in society and culture, they become an incubus pre-

venting the adoption of modern legislation and tying the living present to the

dead past. We must team to distinguish what is fundamental and lasting in vthie

-7-



possibility of changing constitutional language directly through the political

processes may affect the judiciary's attitude toward dynamic constitutional

interpretation. The ease with which a change can be effected through po-

litical processes is dependent not only on formal requirements but also on

the nature of the document. The short Vermont constitution (4,840 words)

uses general language and has been amended only forty-five times in one

hundred eighty-three years; by contrast, the long and detailed Louisiana

constitution (236,000 words) has been amended four hundred sixty times in

only forty-five years." When a constitution is rather elaborate, and when
change through the political processes is not especially difficult, the judiciary

is most apt to avoid dynamic interpretation. State constitutional interpreta-

tion is generally static because political revision is so frequent. In a ten-year

period following World War II, over fifteen hundred constitutional changes

were proposed in the fifty states, and almost twelve hundred were adopted.**

The Political Processes ^

The political processes of amendment and revision represent formal and

instantaneous modes of changing the actual wording of the constitution.

Consequently, both processes are clearly distinguishable from interpreta-

tive change, but it is difficult to draw a sharp line of distinction between the

two processes themselves. The most commonly verbalized distinction is an

ambiguous quantitative difference;*' "amendments" are usually specific and

isolated changes, though not necessarily limited to alteration of a single

provision, while a "revision" usually involves changing a group of provi-

sions and may entail a rewriting of the entire document. The essential

difference in the results which the words "amendment" and "revision"

from what is temporary and include only the fundamentals in our constitutional

documents, leaving other matters to be acted upon by properly constructed and
competent legislatures.

Walker, Myth and Reality in State Constitutional Development, in State CoNSTnxmoNAL
Revision 13 (W. Graves ed. 1960).

18 The Council of State Governments, The Book of the States 1966-67, at 10 (1966)

(hereinafter cited as The Book of States!.

' Graves, Use of the Amending Procedure Since World War 11, in State Constitu-

noNAL Revision 100, 102-03 (W. Graves ed. 1960).

16 In A. Sturm, Methods of State Odnstitutional Reform 25 (1954), the distinc-

tion between "amendment" and "revision" is noted:

The former refers to a change of very specific nature and limited application,

although more than a single section of the constitution may be affected. "Re-
vicion" is a term of much broader scope implving the rewriting of several lec-

tions or even the major part of a document thereby accomplishing comprehen-
sive changes, perhaps of structure, power relationships, and basic policies. Any
attempt to classify all constitutional alterations either as "amendments" or "re-

visions" is doomed to failure. The terms arc relative, and the one shades into

the other. Nonetheless, the designations are of common currency and provide

useful tools in describing the technique of constitutional reform.



describe is small: nothing more substantial than the circumstance that a

change affects a large or a small portion of the document. The terms do

not differ in procedural consc({ucnce except in those states where different

procedures are defined in the constitution, or where the number of amend-

ments which may be proposed by the legislature is limited. In most states

the methods by which "amendment" or "revision" may be effected arc the

same, and this situation is preferable in that it facilitates the selection of a

method of change according to the qualitative nature of the change that

is proposed, rather than by reference to an artificial terminological dichot-

omy between "amendment" and "revision."

The procedures for amendment prescribed in the fifty state constitutions

are not uniform. The method most often prescribed is that change be pro-

posed by the legislature and ratified by a popular vote, some states requiring

approval by more than a majority of those voting on the proposal." Four-

teen states provide for a "constitutional initiative" whereby proposed amend-

ments may be placed on the ballot upon the petition of a certain number of

voters." The legislatures of forty-six states are authorized, either by con-

stitutional provision or judicial decision, to call a convention to make any

constitutional changes,'* but this method is not often used for a single

amendment.

Revision by its very nature usually entails a more protracted procedure

than amendment, although the same spectrum of methods may be available.

The legislature is often the vehicle for change. It may submit for ratifica-

tion a sweeping series of amendments or an entirely new document. Absent

constitutional restrictions on the number and type of proposed amendments,

the weight of authority appears to be that legislatures have the power to

frame and submit a new constitution.'* Where the legislature docs have this

power, lack of time and expertise may necessitate the appointment of a

commission to study the existing constitution and to propose changes.'"

The primary alternative to legislative constitutional revision is the con-

stitutional convention. Thirty-eight state constitutions provide specifically

for such conventions, and in most of the other states it is established that

the legislature may authorize the convocation of a convention." The pro-

"The Book of States II.

" Id. at 12.

i«W. atl3.

••Sturm, rupra note 15 at 22.

*0Such a commission may be the product of joint action by the legislative and

executive branches, or of independent action by either branch. See Rich, Revinon

by Commission, 40 Nat'l Mun. Rev. 201-02 (1951).

t^See, e.g., In re Opinion of the Governors, 55 R.I. 56, 178 A. 4JJ (1935); Tm Book

OP St*tis H; W. Dodo, The Revision and Amendment of Statk Constitvtions 44-45
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ccdure for calling a convenrion and the extent of its power varies from

state to state.** The typical process is for the legislature to submit to the

electorate the question of whether a convention should be called. If the

vote is affirmative, the legislature thereafter enacts legislation providing for

the selection of delegates, the assembling and organization of the conven-

tion, and compensation of the delegates. The convention then meets and

discharges its obligation. Usually, but not always, the convention's product

must be submitted to the voters before it becomes effective.

The popular initiative offers another possible method of constitutional

revision. However, while there may be no legal impediment to revision by

initiative in those states which authorize amendment by initiative, this meth-

od is usually limited as a practical matter to specific amendments.

Evaluative Considerations

Several basic values should be considered in deciding which method of

constitutional change is appropriate in a given situation. The foremost value

is democracy; it is desirable to utilize a procedure which will reflect the

popular will as accurately as possible. Such a procedure, in addition to

implementing a fundamental American value, will best insure radflcadon of

the final product.

A corollary of this democradc value is an educational value; the process

of change should be calculated to inform both the drafters and the citizemy

of all relevant substantive factors in order to insure a fully knowledgablc

decision. If the change proposed is a complex one involving special knowl-

edge—such as altering city boundaries or changing the judicial system—it

may require appointment of an expert body. A proposal which involves

extensive change of the consdtudonal scheme or which may have a signifi-

cant effect on the integrated nature of the document demands a more
deliberative method than does a relatively simple proposal..

(1910); H. Walker, The Legislative Process 55 (1948); Dodd, State Constitutional

Conventions and State Legislative Power, 2 Vand. L. Rev. 27, 29-30 (1948).

The preamble to the state constitution may provide the judiciary with grounds for

recognizing the inherent right to the citizens to convoke a convention. See, e.g., N.J.

Const, art. I, S 2, which provides:

Government is instituted for the protection, security, and benefit of the people, and
the)- have the right at all times to alter or reform the same, whenever the

public good may require it.

22 In Sturm, supra note 15 at 85, the author categorizes the procedures for calling

a convention as follows:

(1) those [constitutions] which vest power in the legislative assembly to call

a convention without popular referendum, (2) those [constitutions] which
authorize the legislature to submit the convention question to the voters when-
ever it is considered necessary, (3) those [constitutions] which require periodic

submission of the question, and (4) those states which make no provision for

constitutional conventions.
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A tliird important value is that of disinterested rationality, and the achieve-

ment of this value is especially contingent upon the character of the body
which participates in drafting the provision or document. The body should

be composed of individuals who are as free as possiMe from interest group

or partisan pressure, and who are themselves unbiased. If, for example, the

question is reapportionment of the legislature, the legislators may be in an

excellent position to judge the effects of a particular scheme. Nevertheless,

allowing the legisiators to draft the provision is objectionable because it

facilitates political maneuvering on a matter where self-interest may be

intense.

The final value is a purely practical one—the cost to society. Some
processes, notably the convention, require far more time, effort and money
than the others. This value should not be a primary determinant unless

resources are limited. Ordinarily expense should be taken into account only

when consideration of other values has not resulted in selection of a clearly

desirable method.

Choosing the Method

From the foregoing discussion it is apparent that there b no a priori,

correct method of changing a constitution. The best method at any time is

determined by balancing the values outlined above in terms of the qualitative

nature of the particular change sought. In order to facilitate this balancing

of values, a state constitution should allow change by all of the established

methods: the popular initiative, the special or general commission, the

constitutional convention, and submission by the legislature. The availability

of a full range of methods will provide the flexibility necessary to prevent

the constitution's super-legislative provisions from becoming obsolete, while

at the same time safeguarding certain fundamental principles. Additional

refinements might be prescribed to accomplish these purposes; for example,

the vote needed to ratify a modification of fundamental personal rights

might be higher than that needed to approve an organic change. An ex-

tensive alteration of the document might require ratification in two elections

while a change in super-legislative provisions would require only one.

Or certain methods might be prohibited in situations where they are par-

ticularly susceptible to abuse—for example, the legislature might be pro-

hibited from making proposals for amendments affecting its own powers

or composition.

Where extensive changes are proposed for the typically complex current

state constitution, a deliberative method of change is required. Often a series

of isolated amendments will have produced redundancies, inconsistencies

and problems in interpreting the original document, and the task of revision

will require a comprehensive study and reorganization. Moreover, many of

-11-



the advocates of change suggest alterations such as abolition of certain elec-

tive offices, reallocations of power among the branches of the government,

or modification of the bicameral structure of the state legislature^'—altera-

tions which affect the basic core of a state's organic scheme. Usually the

method most likely to insure the deliberation necessary for these complex

and fundamental changes will be the constitutional convention.

In such a situation demanding constitutional revision of large proportions,

the constitutional convention is generally compatible with the evaluative

considerations mentioned above. Since the delegates to the convention will

be popularly elected from all parts of the state for the express purpose of

constitutional change, this method offers potentially high effectiveness in

accurately representing the popular will. The time and manpower involved

in a convention facilitate detailed and comprehensive consideration of major

problems and communication of relevant information to the public. The
use of special committees to draft technical provisions provides the expertise

needed in particular areas. If convention delegates are elected on a non-

partisan basis, the convention will probably be less susceptible to partisan

politics than a legislative commission. Although the convention is by far

the most expensive method of constitutional change, a successful convention

is obviously a worthwhile investment.

As demonstrated recently in New York, Kentucky, Rhode Island, and

Maryland, a constitutional convention may waste large amounts of public

resources and energies if popular ratification is not secured. Such failures

may suggest to some that the convention is no longer a viable method of

change, but the failures are more probably the result of mistakes in the

operation of those conventions than of inherent defects in the convention

method itself. The remainder of the present Note will explore the prepara-

tion procedures, internal organization, and ratification process which are

most likely to produce a useful and successful convention, one which is

consistent with the evaluative considerations noted above.

Preconvention Procedures

During the Revolutionary and immediate post-revolutionary periods,

many state constitutions as well as the Federal Constitution itself were

drafted and adopted by ad hoc and irregular processes.** These constitu-

tions might be termed revolutionary in character since they were not formu-

lated according to an orderly procedure established by a pre-existing gov-

W Ste gtntraUy MoiNciiNiziNa State Govunmsht (CED IM7).
*« In North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Virginia and New Jersey an ad hoc

legislative body adopted a constitution in the same manner as it enacted statutes. R.

HoAB, CoNSTiTUTiONAi, CONVENTIONS 1-10 (1917); Sturm, supTO notc 15 at 5; Note,

The Constitutional Convention, Its Nature and Powers—And the Amending Pro-

cedure, 10 Utah L. Rev. J90 (1966).
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ernment. Their legality derived from the attainment of sovereignty by

victorious forces and from the absence of any independent authority to

pass on their validity.'' They were commonly justified in terms of the

sovereign right of the people to ordain their own forms of government.'*

Except for the Qvil War era, which precipitated the irregular adoption

of many state constitutions,*^ the judiciary in the United States has tended

to insist that constitutional conventions occur in accordance with proce-

dures derived directly or indirectly from the constitution already in exist-,

ence.** However, in several instances courts have refused to accept chal-

lenges to the methods used to promulgate new constitutions, usually on the

grounds that a "political question" was involved or that the public had

acquiesced.*' But like the Revolutionary and Civil War constitutions, the

charters involved in these decisions were products of a major political up-

heaval—that of the post-Reconstruction era. Consequently they are not

viable precedent for modem state constitutional revision. Absent com-

parable social disorder, proponents of revision are well advised to adhere

scrupulously to the legal procedural requirements stated in existing con-

stitutions.

Calling a Constitutional Convention

Thiny-nine states have constitutional provisions providing for the con-

vocation of a constitutional convention.** In seven other states, legislative

authority to call a convention has been established by a combination of

statutes, judicial decisions, and opinions of the attorney general.** Thus
only four states** appear not to have an established procedure for calling a

convention. Of the states which authorize the convention method of re-

vision, twenty constitutionally require a rwo-thirds vote of the legislature

to initiate the call, one requires a three-fiftiis vote of its unicameral legisla-

ture, and the others require approval by a majority of the legislature.**

*5 The distinction has been made between "revolutionary" conventions, such as those

mentioned here, and "constitutional" conventions called by the people through the

legislature and subject to an existing constitution. See Braxton, Powers of Conven-

tions, 7 Va. L. Rec. 79 (1901).

*«£.g., Kamper v. Hawkins, 3 Va. 20, 36-37 (1793) (opinion by Spencer Roane).

*' See White, Amendment and Revision of State Constitutions, 100 U. Pa. L. Rev.

1132, 1133 n.4 (1952).

28 For a defense of the theoretical right of the people to change an unworkable con-

stitution by whatever means they may choose, see White, supra note 27, at 1137-38.

t^See Taylor v. Commonweahh, 101 Va. 829, 44 S£. 754 (1903); Miller v. Johnson,

92 Ky. 589, 18 S.W. 522 (1892); Wood's Appeal, 75 Pa. 59 (1874).

30 The Book of States 13.

»i Id.

>2 E.g., Indiana, New Jersey, North Dakota and Vermont. Id.

as Id,
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There has been debate as to whether a convention may be called by

popular initiative in those states which permit the use of this device for

constitutional ainendment.^^ While the answer to this question is likely to

depend in large part upon the terms of the constitutional clause authorizing

the initiative and upon the receptiveness of the particular state to consti-

tutional change, the procedure of initiative is an expression of democratic

values and thus should be allowed unless there is some overwhelming prac-

tical reason why the people should be required to act through their repre-

sentatives on this matter. One such reason might be that constitutional

change should not be too easy—that the interposition of the experience and

legal knowledge of the legislature is necessary to guarantee that the consti-

tution will not be unduly subjected to ephemeral popular passions. However,

the same protection could presumably be achieved by establishing a high

vote requirement for successful popular initiative. And it should be remem-

bered that the initiative is but the first step in a lengthy process; the con-

vention itself should function as a protection against rash changes. While

an ill-considered popular initiative would result in the public expense of a

fruitless convention, this expense is surely a prerogative of the people.

Indeed, there are eight states with constitutional provisions that not only

provide for the popular initiative but also require that the question of hold-

ing a constitutional convention be submitted to the voters periodically."

The Referendum on the Convention

In all but ten states the passage of a legislative resolution is but the first

step in authorizing a constitutional convention.*' Voter approval must also

be obtained in a referendum.'^ The question put to the voters is usually

^^See Goldings, The Use of the Popular Initiative Petition for a Constitutional

Ctmvention Act, 47 Mass. L.Q. 367 (1962). Goldings argues that sucli a use of the

initiative is consistent with the Massachusetts constitution. Compare Grinell, Does

the Initiative and Referendum Amendment Authorize an Initiative Petition for Another

Constitutional Convention?, 9 Mass. L.Q. 35 (1924).

3' Alaska, Iowa and Hawaii require the question to be submitted to the voters every

10 years; Michigan, every 16 years; and Maryland, Missouri, New York and Oklahoma,

every 20 years. The Book of States 13.

86 M. at 13. Even if a referendum is not required, it may be desirable to ascertain

popular sentiment and avoid the waste involved in calling a convention if its product

is unlikely to be ratified.

^1 In at least one instance, popular approval for calling a convention has been

)il4iciaUy K<)uire4i even where the comtkuiion did not drmand it. In Bennett v.

Jackson, 186 Ind. 533, 116 N£. 921 (1917), the coun held that, where the people had

previously voted against calling a convention, the legislature could not call for a new
convention without requiring a second referendum. This case is discussed, and criticized,

more extensively in White, supra note 27, at 1137-38.
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"shall a constitutional convention be called?" •• Constitutions speaking to

the point usually require that the question be submitted to the people at the

next general election following the legislative action."

TWe praponkM of dw vote requirad for tfRrtrntioH of dw athnti&m
varies among the states. In nine states a majority of all persons voting in the

election must affirm the proposition.*" This requirement has hindered the

calling of a convention since those who vote for an office-seeker but not

on the convention issue are counted with those who voted against the

proposition.

This difficulty may be met rather easily in most states by holdii^ a

special election. Three states require a certain minimum proportion, but less

than a majority, of the total vote. This approach has been praised** for pre-

venting the danger that the convention will be called by too small a

minority while avoiding the possibility of inaccurate representation of the

popular will. In the remaining states requiring a referendimi, a simple

majority of those voting on the proposition is sufficient to pass it. This

procedure seems unsatisfactory because it may allow a well-mobilized

minority to authorize a convention when a majority of the people are

opposed to change and will probably vote against the final product

The requirement of a referendum as a prerequisite to the calling of a

convention poses the problem of educating the public to the need for

change. The proponents of change will have to overcome or combat cer-

tain recurrent negative attitudes. There will be a virtually automatic aver-

sion to change on the part of those with a vested interest in the status quo.**

Others may object because of i"i almost religious belief that fundamental

law is immutable and that to tamper with it is to desecrate it.*' The educa-

tional task should be simplest when the legislature and executive advocate

revision. As the Maryland experience indicates, circulation of flyers may

M Stu»m, 5MpM note 15, at 90.

MM. at 89.

<« The Book of States 13.

« Stwim, «<pr« note IS, at 91.

*SThe polarization of attitudes during the 1961 Michigan convention is an example.

Generally, those groups which represented general interest in good government, rach

as the Junior Chamber of Commerce, League of Women Voter* and PTA, tupponed

reform, while organizations which represented more specific economic and vocatioaal

interests, such as associations of bankers, sheriffs, manufacttirers, highway contractott,

and the Grange, opposed at least parts of it, evidently in fear of a possible encroach-

ment on their status. A. Sturm, CohrnrnrnoN-MAiciNG in Mhsiican 25-26 nn. 1}, 15

(1963).

MHindman, Road-Blocks to Conventions, )7 Nat*! Mtm. Rav. 129, 111-32 (I94S)

describes these attitudes:

(T]here is the citizen who has the approach indicated in Kennicky: If k was
good enough for grandfather it is good enough for me." Related to this n the
point of view reported from Missouri in the slogan: *^hy rewrite the Bible?"
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be sufficient when the circulatii ii has been undertaken at the Governor's

direction.*^ When such official support is lacking, the task will fall to

various civic and special interest groups. Although educating the people

appears more difficult in this situation, the results of the Michigan conven-

tion, wliich was supported by groups such as the Junior Chamber of Com-
merce, the League of Women Voters, and the PTA,** prove that it can be

done effectively.

Assembling the Convention

After an affirmative response in a popular referendum, a constitutional

convention does not automatically spring into existence. Except in the rare

cases where the details of the convention are set forth in the resolution sub-

mitted to the people,^* the legislature must enact further legislation in ref-

erence to the convention and the election of delegates. The degree to which

these details arc constitutionally prescribed or committed to legislative dis-

cretion varies from state to state.*^ _
A positive referendum vote imposes a duty on the legislature to pass the

required enabling legislation.^^ But this obligation may be unenforceable**

since it is unlikely that mandamus will issue against the legislature; thus the

legislature which has changed its collective mind since passing the reso-

lution calling for the convention may successfully defy the popular will, at

least until the next general election. In those states which do not require a

referendum, the legislature would presumably authorize the convention and

enable it to operate in the same act.

The legislature must consider many political variables and convention

** This excellent series of flyers is reprinted in Maryland Report of the Constttv-

TioNAL Convention Commission 575-94 (1967).

«8 See note 42 mpra.

MThe Maryland General Assembly simvdtaneously enacted two bills, one providing

for a popular referendum and the other calling the convention if the first ii\et with •

favorable response. Maryland Report, supra note 44 at 451.

*i Sturm, tupra note 15 at 91-103; ShuU, Legislatttre and the Procett of CoruiiiutiomU

Amendment, 53 Ky. L.J. 5J1 (1965).

«8 Sturm, supra note 15 at 91. The existence of the duty is shown by the vse of the

word 'shall' in many state constitutional provisions directing the legislature to pro-

vide for the election of delegates. E.g., Va. Const, art. XV, i 197.

**See Wells v. Bain, 75 Pa. 39 (1874), where the court commented:

(The vote in favor of calling the convention) was not even a mandate, further

dun the Rioni faro* cancained in an cspnucd Mtite of the people. It it very

etUMt,M llli matter dropiwd there, tn^ the kMmvn hed made no cat, na
convention and no terms wouU ever have cxuxei. Not a line, nor a word, nor

a syllable in this act expresses an intent of the people to make the call themselves,

or on what terms it shall be made, or what powers should be conferred.

Id. at 50-51; Note, The Constimtional Convention, Its Nature and Pou-crs—And the

Amending Procedure, 10 Utah L. Rev. 390, 397 (19M),
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needs in its enabling act. Among the most important are the number, quali-

fications, apportionment and compensation of delegates, the time and place

of the convention, and the method of pre-convention research.

Selection of Delegates

The only generalization that can be made regarding the proper number
of delegates is that it should be neither so small that it does not reflect

accurately the diverse interests of the people nor so large that effective

operation of the convention is impossible. Administrative convenience may
dictate selecting a number of delegates which corresponds to the number
of members in one house of the state legislature."* If the larger house is too

large or the smaller house too small, the easiest thing to do may be to

allocate several convention members to each district represented in the

smaller house.

Apportionment for the election of delegates should ordinarily follow

the lines of existing legislative districts. However, if the legislature is

unequally apportioned, it is arguable that the election of delegates to the

convention may be enjoined on the ground that it violates the Fourteenth

Amendment of the Federal Constitution. The principle of "one man one

vote" enunciated in Reynolds v. Sims'^^ in 1964 is one of the most important

principles of current Constitutional jurisprudence, and it is clear that the

principle applies to convention delegate selection if the state's constitutional

jurisprudence allows the constitution drafted by the convenrion to take

effect without popular ratification. The question still unresolved is whether

the principle extends to constitutions which are not effective until ratified

by the people.

If a constitution is subject to direct popular ratification, it is arguable

that the convention does not adopt fundamental law but merely proposes it.

In its most recent extension of the "one man one vote" principle, the Supreme
Court applied the principle to a county commissioners court." The Court

was careful to point out, however, that its application reached a local unit

of government which exercised "general governmental powers over the

entire geographic area served by the body." ^' A constitutional convention,

like a commissioners court, may have the "power to make a large number
of decisions having a broad range of impact on all citizens," ^ but it is not

a governing body. The Court has refused to apply the Reynolds v. Sims

M Stl'rm, supra note 15 at 93-94. The constitutions of six states contain provisions

on the qualifications of delegates. Id. at 94. Several others imply that they shall possess

the same qualifications as members of one of the two houses of the legislature. Id.

"377U.S. 53) (1964).

M Avery v. Midland County, 36 U3J..W. 4257 {VS. April 2, 1968).

6S Id. at 4260. Its specific powers are enumerated at 4257-58, 4259.

54 Id. at 4259.
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principle to a county school board because the board performed an essen-

tially administrative, nonlegislative function." Yet the Court indicated, in

the same opinion, that the function of a particular body is not necessarily

dispositive."' Any absolute distinction between a governing and nongov-

crning body may therefore be untenable, especially in the context of the

constitutional convention which serves an unusually significant function.

Only one Justice has ever written on the point. In Forston v. Toombs^''

the majority vacated and remanded on procedural grounds an injunction

Issued by a federal district court which restrained Georgia eleccion officials

from placing a proposal to adopt an amendment to the state constitution on
the ballot until the state legislature was reapportioned. Mr. Justice Harlan,

writing for himself and Mr. Justice Stewart, objected to this disposition of

the case, arguing that the lower court decree was improper on the merits.

According to Justice Harlan the composition of the body which proposes

constitutional change should not be subject to the Reynolds v. Sims prin-

ciple," regardless of whether the legislature or a convention initiates the

change.'*

While only two lower federal courts'* have spoken to the issue of appor-

tionment of convention elections, several state courts have dealt directly

with the question. The supreme court of West Virginia" held that a statute

governing the choice of convention delegates contravened the state con-

stitutional provision requiring that "[e]very citizen ... be entitled to equal

representation in the government, and, in all apportionments of represen-

tation, equality of number of those entitled thereto ... be preserved." •'

In the absence of a similar state constitutional command, the state courts

are split."* But regardless of the resolution of the apportionment issue in the

66 Sailors v. Board of Educ, 387 U.S. 105 (1967).

6« If we assume arguendo that where a State provides for an election of a local

official or agency, the requirements of . . . Reynolds v. Sims must be met, we
are still short of an answer to the present problem ....

Id. at 109.

67 379U.S. 621 (1965).

68 W. at 626.

»« Id. at 626 n.J.

«' Butierwonh v. Dempsey, 237 F. Supp. 302 (D. Conn. 1965); Toombs v. Forcsoo,

205 F. Supp. 248 (N.D. Ga. 1962), rev'd on other grounds, 379 U.S. 621 (1965).

61 Smith V. Gore, 150 W. Va. 71, 143 S£.2d 791 (1965).

«2 W. Va. Const, art. II, S 4.

ii Compare Jackman v. Bodine, 43 N.J. 4SJ, 205 AJd 713 (1964), -with West v.

Carr, 212 Tenn. 367, 370 S.W.2d 469 (1963).

Ttie Maryland Constitutional Convention Commission decided that the SupreoM
Court rulings did not require the application of the "one man one vote" principle

in selecting convention delegates. Maryland Report, sttpra note 44 at 483. The official

flyers dismissed the apponionment question by stating that the "constitutional interpre-

tation does not apply at the vote to be taken to elect convention delegates because this
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courts, sound policy dictates that population be the basic criterion for

apportioning representation in the Convention.

Not only can i poorly tppottioned convention lead to • comtitutioit

biased toward particular groups, but unfair apportionment of the

delegates in itself can render the whole document suspect, regardless

of its merits and engender sufficient hostility among the people to

threaten its acceptance.**

Co?npensation of Delegates

Delegates should be compensated sufficiently to attract qualified people

to candidacy, but the salary should not provide an incentive to prolong

deliberations.*^ Delegates should be encouraged to consider their task as a

full-time undcnaking, should be compensated accordingly, and should be

recompensed for their reasonable expenses. State legislative salaries may in

most instances prove viable guidelines.

Time and Place of the Convention

In determining the appropriate site for the convention, the legislature

should consider both physical and less tangible factors. Of necessity, there

must be a large meeting room, an ample supply of conference rooms, press

rooms, office space, and conveniently located living accommodations. The
atmosphere should be conducive to the intensive and deliberate pursuit of

constitution-making. Most recent conventions have been held in either the

state capital or in a university town. Other factors being equal, the aca-

demic atmosphere is probably preferable. New Jersey, for example, chose

to locate the convention at Rutgers University:

While the distance between New Brunswick and Trenton is short in

miles, the political distance between the Rutgers University gym-
nasium and the State House is considerably greater.*'

A reasonable time limit should be placed on the duration of the conven-

tion. Unlimited deliberations breed factionalism and delay and may pro-

will be a special election." Id. at 575. But the question was somewhat academic since

the state's legislative districts had been recently reapportioned and it was this reap-

portioned districting scheme that was utilized for the election of delegates. Id. at 484.

«*W. at 483, quoting from J. Wheeler, The ComsiTurioHAL Convention 3J (1961).

*5 At least one observer felt that the limitation on payment of salaries to seven and

one-half months was a more powerful encouragement to the Michigan delegates than

any time limits placed on the convention itself. A. Stvrm, CoNsnTirnoN-MAKiNO in

Michigan 84 (1963).

«* Bcbout & Sady, Staging a State Constitutional Convention, in Statt. CoNsrrrtrnoNAi,

Revision 76 (W. Graves cd. 1960).
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duce a listlessness among the delegates. No mandatory time limit was placed

on the Rhode Island Convention, and it remained in a state of suspended

animation for well over two years." Six months of concentrated effort

should ordinarily suffice if the convention has been preceded by ample

research.

Preconvention Research

Every convention held since World War II has been preceded by a

comprehensive research effort. The research may be undertaken by various

groups including an official commission, a university study group, or ad hoc

civic organizations. Of these groups, the official commission is most likely

to receive extensive financial support and to be prestigious enough to attract

high calibre, knowledgable personnel. However, the commission has the

potential disadvantage of being a creature of either the legislature or the

executive. Its effectiveness will be severely limited if its membership con-

sists of partisan political appointees or if its scope of inquiry has been con-

fined. University studies, while less subject to the risks inherent in official

control, may suffer from insufficient financial resources. Civic groups

dominated by particular classes or interests may have more adequate re-

sources but may tend to produce self-interested results.

The Authority of a Constitutional Convention

The convention is brought into legal e.xistence upon the performance of

constitutionally and legislatively prescribed acts. Complex questions may
arise concerning its legal nature, powers and limitations. The Federal Con-
stitution imposes obvious limitations upon the convention. It cannot, for

example, institute a monarchy or impose an ex post facto law.** It has

generally been held, however, that special limitations imposed upon a state

as a condition to its admission to the Union will not bind a subsequent state

constitutional convention.**

In areas not governed by the Federal Constitution, arguments regarding

the authority of the convention have drawn upon two polarized theoretical

approaches. One approach stresses the role of the convention as the creator

of the highest law and as the embodiment of the sovereign popular will. In

its extreme form, this view has amounted to a natural law assertion that the

convention itself possesses sovereignty.^** A less extreme variant of this

•* Wtfhington Pom. May 21, IM7. M Bl. coi I.

MFrantz v. Autry, 180 Okla. 561, 590, 91 P. 193, 203 (1907); State v. Keith, 63 N.C.

140 (1869); Note, The Constitutional Convention, Its Nature and Pouers-And the

Amending Procedure, 10 Utah L. Rev. 390, 401 (1966).

6» E.g., Coyle v. Smith, 221 U.S. 559 (1911),

JOSee, e.g., Livermore v. VVaite, 102 Cal. 113, 117. 36 P. 424, 426 (1894) (dicnim);
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theory concludes that, where the existing constitution so provides, the con-

vention is the direct voice of the people.'"

The opposing theory stresses the limitations inherent in a convention

which is merely the a^nt of the people and which owes its very existence

to extant law, especially to the legislative act establishing it. In its most

extreme form this approach regards the convention as a purely legislative

creature which may be completely circumscribed by legislative acts."

Koehler v. Hill, 60 Iowa 543, 555, 14 N.W. 738, 744 (1883) (dictum); McMulIen v.

Hodge, 5 Tex. 34, 43 (1849) (dictum).

At the New York constitutional convention of 1821, Mr. Livingston, one of the

delegates declared

Sir, the people are here themselves. They are present by their delegates. No
restriction limits our proceedings. . . . Sir, we are standing upon the foundations

of society.

Quoted in White, supra note 27 at 1139-40. An even more fervent delegate at the

1847 Illinois convention argued

We are the sovereignty of the State. We are what the people of the State would
be if they were congregated here in one mass meeting. We are what Louis XIV
said he was, "We are the State.'" We can trample the Constitution under our
feet as waste paper, and no one can call us to account save the people.

J. Jameson, (Donstitutionai, (Donventions 303 (4th ed. 1887), quoted tn White, supra

note 27 at 1140.

A similar but more sophisticated and restrained view is taken by Gooch, The Recent

Limited Constitutional Convention in Virginia, 31 Va. L. Rev. 708, 725-26 (1945). He
argues, in effect, that since the constitution is the highest law, the authority to amend
it possessed by the convention is the highest authority, and that, by hypothesis, there

is no higher form of law to limit the convention.

" Thus, a fairly recent South Carolina document declares that

The South Carolina Constitution of 1895 clearly states that once a constitu-

tional convention meets, its delegates are to all intents and purposes the people

of South Carolina in convention assembled. As such, the delegates exercise all

the power of the people. As a practical matter . . . the electors . . . could not
bind the convention.

R. Uhl, R. Stouuemire & G. Shekrill, OjNsriTirnoNAi, Conventions: Organization,

Powers, Functions and Procedures 19 (1951).

'2 Judge Black in the Pennsylvania convention of 1873 argued:

Suppose the Legislature had seen proper to say that we should not assemble at

all, or that we should make no amendments to the Constitution . . . then the

question is, whether we could, in defiance of that mandate, assemble ourselves

together in Convention, representing, as we do, the whole people of the Com-
monwealth, and against the will of the people, and against the authority of the

organized government now existing, proceed to alter the body of it. I say we
could not do that. That would be revolutionary. Where do we get the power?
Where docs it come from? Nobody will deny that we are setting here in pur-

suance of certain acts of the legislature. ... If we derive our power from that

source, is it possible that we can take it without the limitations that were im-
posed upon it by those who created it? I don't think the question can be answered
in any but one way.

1 Debaif.s of the Constitutional Onvention 157 (Pa. 1873), quoted in White, suprt

note 27 at 1140-41 n. 29.
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Such an extreme position is untenable, however; tlie convention is not a

mere agent of the legislature since the legislature itself cannot resolve itself

into a constitutional convention.''*

The prevailing view accepts neither of these theories in toto. On the one

hand, the convention is not regarded as a supreme sovereign and may not

usurp the powers of the existing branches of the government. For example,

with certain rare exceptions, it may not pass ordinary legislation,''* but

rather is limited to the specific task of writing a new constitution.'"' On the

other hand, the prevailing view tends to treat the convention not as an agent

of the legislature but as a unique legal entity, especially when the conven-

tion has an independent constitutional source.

Two problems in particular have generated disputes concerning the

authority of the constitutional convention. First, the power of the con-

vention to revise the constitution without popular ratification was long a

source of debate; however, this is no longer a disputed issue in most states

and will be treated in the section of this Note discussing the ratification

process.'" The second and most currently controversial issue concerns

the validity of limitations placed by the legislature on the scope of con-

vention activity.

There is authority to the effect that such limitations imposed by the

legislature are invalid.'" This view reflects the theory of convention sov-

ereignty, and may draw upon the argument that the legislature by calling

a limited convention deprives the electorate of the opportunity to call an

unlimited convention. However, the most prevalent view upholds such

restrictions as impliedly ratified by the people through their endorsement

of the convention or election of delegates.'" Under this view the limitations

are theoretically imposed by the people rather than the legislature,^* and

the complex question of the relationship of convention to legislature is

in See In re Opinion to the Governor, 55 N.J. 56, 97-98. 178 A. 433, 452 {1935);

Ellingham v. Dye. 178 Ind. 336. 99 N£. 1 (1912). appeal dismissed, 231 U.S. 250 (1913).

T* See Note, Constitutional Revision by a Restricted Convention, 35 Minn. L. Rev.

283, 290-92 (1951) and authorities cited therein.

'SR. Hoar, CoNsrmrnoNAi, Cxinventions 11 (1917); White, supra note 27 at 1145.

7«See note 149 infra.

It See Staples v. Gilmer, 183 Va. 613. 632, 33 S.E.2d 49, 54-55 (1945) (dictum); Sproule

V. Fredericks, 69 Miss. 898, 11 So. 472 (1892); W. Dodd. The Revision and Amendment
OF State CxjNsriTimoNS 80 (1910); Gooch. The Recent Limited Constitutional Conven-

tion in Virginia, 31 Va. L. Rev. 708 (1945).

"Staples V. Gilmer, 183 Va. 613, 33 SJE.2d 49 (1945); accord, Cummings v. Beeler, 185

Tenn. 151, 223 S.W.2d 911 (1949); Sum v. American Sugar Refining Co., 137 Ls. 407,

68 So. 742 (1915); Opinion of the Justices, 60 Mass. (« Cush.) 573 (188)). See tho

J. Jameson. CoNsrmmoNAL Conventions 350 et seq. (4th ed. 1887).

19 See, e.g., Gaines v. O'C^nnell. 305 Ky. 397, 204 S.W.2d 425 (1947); Sproule y.

Fredericks, 69 Miss. 898, 11 So. 472 (1892); Wood's Appeal, 75 Pa. 59 (1874); R. Hoar,

Constitutional (Conventions 121 (1917); White, supra note 27 at 1142.
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thereby avoided. Of course, if the constitution itself specifies that the con-

vention be unlimited, that provision will control.

The limitation-by-the-people theory requires a decision as to when the

sctnitory restrictions take effect. One writer contendt that the election of

delegates places the stamp of popular approval on the restrictions.*' An-

other asserts that the limitations may be ratified only by the vote on the

question of calling the convention.** Actual legislative practice renders this

distinction significant. It will be recalled that the legislature usually passes

two acts—one providing for a referendum on whether a convention should

be called and, upon an affirmative vote, a second establishing the machin-

ery for the convention. It would appear more consistent with the limita-

tion-by-the-people theory that the legislature be precluded from restricting

the convention after the first referendum.** In any case, legislative attempts

to limit the convention after it has been assembled have never been sus-

tained.*^

In addition to the authority to draft a constitution, the convention pos-

sesses certain inherent internal powers, absent a constitutional provision

confining such powers.** The convention's internal authority includes the

power to organize itself, elect officers, preserve its records, hire and fire

employees and perhaps, in the absence of a contrary limitation, provide for

submitting its work to the people.*" It may have the power to discipline

its members, although expulsion is the most extreme penalty it may im-

«• White, supra note 27 at 1141-42, citing Wood's Appeal, 75 Pa. 59 (1874).

81 Note, The Constitutional Convention, Its Nature and Poviers—And the Amending

Procedure, 10 Utah L. Rev. 390. 404 ( 1966)

.

it Id.

M White, supra note 27 at 1 142.

84 Goodrich v. Moore, 2 Minn. 61 (1856); Sturm, supra note 15 at 98; Dodd, State

Constitutional Conventions and State Legislative Power, 2 Vand. L. Rev. 27, 31 (1948).

Some state constitutions specifically grant this authority to the convention. For

example, Del. Const, art. XVI, S 2 provides:

The Convention shall have power to appoint such officers, employees, and as-

sistants as it may deem necessary, and fix their compensation, and provide for

the printing of its documents, journals, debates and proceedings. The Convention

shall determine the rules of its proceedings, and be the judges of the elections,

returns and qualifications of its members.
The Hawaii constitution simply states that "The convention shall determine its own
organization and rules of procedure." Hawaii Const, art. XV, 5 2. See Mo. CIovst.

art. X, 5 10.04 (as adopted by the convention). Moreover, the few state constitutions

which include provisions governing the power of the convention are not necessarily

restrictive. The Missouri constitution goes so far as to grant the convention the

authority to "appropriate money for the expenditures incurred." Mo. Ck>NST. art.

XII. 5 3b.

85 White, supra note 27 at 1 146.
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pose.*' Conventions have sometimes exercised the power of calling wit-

nesses, but it is unclear whether they could discipline someone for failing

to appear." Generally speaking, the convention is dependent for funds on
appropriations from public officials and the legislature,"* although it has been

suggested that it has authority to take steps necessary to secure its own
comfort, to protect and foster its dignity and efficiency, and to insure the

orderly procedure of its business.*'

The Internal Organization of the Convention

Up to this point, discussion of the convention method of constitutional

change has been essentially legalistic. The major questions in calling and

assembling the convention are legal questions. In contrast, the problem of

successfully organizing the convention so that its work may be done in an

effective and expeditious manner is primarily a practical one.

The Partisanship Issue: General Comments

The constitutional convention involves frequent exercise and mobilization

of the popular will—to convoke the convention, to elect the delegates, and

to ratify the proposed document. Consequently a study of the convention

method must consider the activity of the political party—the usual institu-

tional apparatus for this mobilization—and the effect of this activity upon

the various phases of the convention, the public image of the convention,

and the success of its product. A consideration of the convention activity

of political parties ultimately raises the question of whether the election of

delegates should be conducted on a partisan or nonpartisan basis.

When convention delegates are chosen on a partisan basis, the party struc-

ture usually will enable the majority party to control the convention. This

control will extend not only to organizational aspects of the convention

such as the selection of procedures, committee structure and committee

members, but also to the substance of the final document. Moreover, im-

portant decision-making in a partisan convention may be made in party

caucuses, removed from public scrutiny and minority party dissent.®* Party

8« Note, The Constitutional Convention, Iti Nature and Powers-And the A?nending

Procedure, 10 Utah L. Rev. 390, 409 (1966).

8TW.

88 White, supra note 27 at 1146.

*
J. Jameson, CoMtnTimoNAL CoNveNnoNf 45}-56 (4th ed. 1187).

••During the Michigan convention, both Democrats and Republicans held frequent

caucuses, particularly during the later phases of the convention. The Democratic

caucuses proved more effective although they were criticized for pressure tactics. The
Republicans complained of inept caucus leadership and of the chairtnen's insistence that

their own views be accepted. Nonetheless, despite poor attendance, these meetings
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meetings of delegates held soon after their election may substantially or-

ganize the convention before it is convoked. This was the case, for example,

in Michigan where th« Republican Party held a pre-convention organiza-

tional meeting.** On the other hand, while a nonpartisan convention will

cenainly contain cohesive groups which represent similar geographic, po-

litical or economic interests, it will probably lack the institutionalized

party structure necessary to unite and control disparate interests.

The specific effects of partisan elections in a given state will of course

depend upon the disipline and belligerency of the state's parties and upon

the character of the party leadership. The New York and Michigan con-

ventions illustrate concretely the advantages and disadvantages of a partisan

convention. Both states have strong two-party systems.** In New York,

only a slight Democratic majority (98 to 88) was elected. But party ma-

chinery was so effective that the Democrats were able to dominate the

convention and write what was in essence a one-party constitution." Over

unified Republican objection, the Democrats defeated a proposal for sep-

arate ratification vote of a controversial provision concerning state aid to

parochial schools. Through strict party voting, the Democrats shaped the

final document to provide for state assumption of many public welfare

obligations and for free college education of state residents.** The strict

adherence to party lines was criticized as discouraging the kind of nego-

tiation that would have resulted in constructive compromise and enabled

were important instruments of policy guidance and helped develop a greater consensus

among party members. A. Sturm, CoNsrmrnoN-MAKiNG in Michigan 111-12 (1963).

91 Id.

92 Thomas, Michigan's Party System: Blessing or Curse?, in Parties and Pouucs

IN Michigan 3-14 (1961).

M Some were of the opinion that it was the work not only of one party, but of one

man in that party. Anthony Travia. speaker of the Slate Assembly and an old hand

at manipulating party machinery, was elected president of the convention on a straight

partisan vote. He was reponed to have "developed his control over the delegates to

the point where he [had] the final say in how the new charter [would look)." Washing-

ton Post, Sept. 7, 1967, at F14, cols. 1-4 (quote at col. 2).

Assembly Speaker Travia, in a speech on February 16, 1967, at Syracuse University,

stated: "1 believe in short conventions, short constitutions, and short speeches." At

the same speech he stated that "this Convention, if it is to succeed, must be 'Open with

a capital O' and 'democratic with a small d.* " The post-mortem caused Robert

McKay, Dean of the New York University School of Law, to remark: "Unfortunately,

it was in fact more 'closed with a small t' and 'democratic with a capital D.' " McKay,

Consiiiutionat Revision in Nevi York Slate: Disaster in 1967, 19 Syracuse L. Rev. 207,

217 (1967).

»4 ^Vashington Post, Sept. 7, 1967, at F14, cols. 1-4; »</, at F15. cols. 1-7. It was

reported that the convention "quickly became infused with party politics. The Demo-

crats controlled the gathering and almost every controversial issue was pushed through

by them over the objections of the Republican minority." New York Times, Nor. 8,

1967, at 30, col. 1.
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both parties to support the final document.'* The proposed constitution

was opposed both by the Republican party and by interest groups which

were antagonistic to controversial provisions. As a result of this opposition,

a 254 to 1 majority of voters rejected the constitution, which had been

drafted at a cost of ten million dollars.'*

In Michigan, the voters elected a 2 to 1 Republican majority.''' Although

rural conservative Republicans and urban Democrats usually vied for con-

trol of the statehouse with roughly equal success, the convention election

was marked by large inroads into suburban areas by moderate Republicans.

Thus there were in eflFect three political groups represented—liberal Demo-
crats, moderate Republicans, and conservative Republicans.'* This split pre-

vented the Republicans from utilizing their majority as effectively as the

New York Democrats.

The Michigan experience illustrates the pervasive influence of extracon-

vention political factors upon convention activity. Although aspects of

convention organization such as allocation of committee civ.iirmanships and

membership were drawn along party lines, the convention did not plunge

immediately into party combat. However, a gradual deterioration of bi-

partisan unity culminated in the mid-convention announcement by George

Romney, its moderate Republican vice-president, of his gubernatorial can-

didacy. The parties then drew ranks for the upcoming elections and any

possibility of interparty compromise was effectively foreclosed." Romney,
desiring to unite the party for his campaign, negotiated a package com-

promise with conservative Republicans which literally became the new
constitution.*"' This action was vigorously denounced by the Democrats.***

«6 Ostwald, How Not to Hold a State Con-Con, Wall Street Journal, Sept. 25, 1967,

at 18, col. 3.

9«New York Times. Not. 9, 1967, at 1, cols. 6-7, at Jl, col. 1. See Schanberg, What
Nov) for New York Constitution?, New York Times, Nov. 12, 1967, at EJ, cols. 6-7.

•TA. Sturm, GiNsimmoN-MAKiNG in Michigan 44-45 (196}).

»8M.at 105-109 (1963).

" Id. at 109-27.

ioo Id. at 117-22, Professor Pollack, himself a delegate, reports that:

When Republican factionalism threatened to split the Convention and endanger
the enactment of a new, motlern constitution, Mr. George Romney emerged as

an effective leader in unifying Republican views. This was about mid-way in

the Convention, and from that point forward, he was the leader who, in most
important matters, was able to produce majority agreement. This subjected him
to much vilification by the Democrats, who finally broke with the large Con-
ventioa majority and voted against adoption of the Constitution.

J. Pollack, Makjnc Michican'i New CoNsnnmoN 42 (1962).

"> It is with great shock and sorrow that we read there has been a deal by the

majority delegates to write a constitution without participation of all the dele-

gates. More decisions have apparently been made off the floor in secret meetings

than are being made on the convention floor.

Detroit Free Press, March 17, 1962, at 8.
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Moreover, several other delegates announced their candidacy for political

office at the same time. In short, according to one delegate, "[ejfforts for

political self-preservation were abundantly evident in the Michigan con-

vention." *"* This extensive involvement in political campaigns adversely

affected the convention's public image; many citizens naturally feared that

personal political ambitions weighed too heavily in the voting of the po-

litically involved delegates on important constitutional issues.****

Despite the adverse effects of partisanship and despite the prevalent opin-

ion that "[i]t made the convention's work harder than it should [have

been],"'"* the convention did accomplish its task successfully. The pro-

posed document was ratified by a substantial margin. Furthermore, a ma-

jority of the delegates apparently thought the partisan organization was,

on the whole, an advantage in their effort, for they voted sixty-seven to

fifty-seven to provide for partisan elections in future conventions.'*" One
delegate favored partisan elections because he thought they encouraged

more qualified candidates to run and avoided the election of irreconciliable

interest groups.*"*

In contrast to Michigan and New York, Maryland delegates were elected

on a nonpartisan basis, and less than one-half of the delegates had ever been

political officeholders. "It took newsmen several days to sort out which

delegates were Democrats or Republicans or ind ."pendents." '*" Delegates

largely voted as their consciences dictated and freely changed their minds,

since they owed their allegiance to no particular party."* The only visible

disadvantage of the nonpolitical atmosphere was that "the convention floun-

dered during every major floor debate, but this was disastrous in only a

few instances." '"* Leaders gradually emerged, and "[ijnterestingly enough,

none of those who contributed the most to the writing of the new constitu-

tion [was] an active politician." "" The leaders tended to be natural leaders

>«2A. Sturm, Constitution-Making in Michigan 127 (1963).

i«s/(f. atll7.

'<•< State Journal (Lansing), April 17, 1962, at 7A.

106 Michigan Convention Journal, No. 135, May 9, 1962, at 1292.

lo*
J. Pollack, Making Michigan's New (Constitution 16 (1962).

One factor that diminished the political overtones of the Michigan convention was the

decision to seat delegates alphabetically rather than by party or district. This encouraged

some spirit of unity and facilitated compromise. Id. at 25. The Maryland convention

followed suit and seated delegates alphabetically. Washington Post, Sept. 7, 1967, at Fl,

col. 4.

107 Washington Post, Jan. 7, 1968, at Bl, col. 5.

108 Washington Post, Jnn. 7, 1968, at Bl, cols. 5-6, at 02, col. 6.

io> Washington Post, Jan. 7, 1968, at B2, col. 6.

110 Washington Post, Jan. 11, 1968, at A16, col. 1. The editorial went on to note:

That, in itself, may demonstrate why this convention was able to make so

many far-reaching reforms in the document it has now presented to the people.

The entire process through which this proposed constitution has been written
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rather than party leaders. The non-politicians produced a document which

was "clearly the most advanced state constitution ever written." '•' The
Michigan and New York conventions ended on a note of acrimony; "Mary-

, land's closed in an atmosphere of pleasantries and virtual unanimity." "*

< Nevertheless, the "draft constitution [which] had been born and raised

/ in an atmosphere of pure democracy [was rejected by the same] demo-

tic process by which it was drawn." "'

It is generally argued that partisan elections produce a greater number of

qualified delegates who are experienced with the workings of government.

Furthermore, party machinery promotes more efficient decision-making.

When the hard decisions must be made, party leaders know when and

where pressure must be applied, compromises made, and threats issued.

Consequently, they can prevent hopeless deadlock and muster the necessary

majority vote. But the high caliber of Maryland's apolitical delegates and

the leading role they played in writing the new constitution suggest that

partisan elections may discourage the candidacy of outstanding citizens not

closely linked with regular parties."* Furthermore, Maryland's experience

negates the argument that the party structure is necessary to avoid chaos

and prevent deadlock, since the only time lack of party structure had any

adverse effect was during floor debates.

) On the whole, these convention studies provide strong support for the

I basic arguments against partisan conventions. Partisan elections encourage

self-interested decision-making on matters at the heart of the public interest.

It has been noted, for example, that in the Michigan convention voting in-

dependence varied inversely with the intensity of political ambition."' It

> is highly questionable whether decisions regarding the state's fundamental

\ law are best made by party members who have one eye on pleasing party

leaders and the other on future political office. Of course the influence of

r political parties will not be missing from conventions where delegates are

elected on a nonpartisan basis. Even the Maryland convention felt the

weight of such influence in the hard fights over the office of comptroller

is a demonstration of democracy at its finest. The delegates and the State can
only be richer because it came about this way.m Washington Post, Jan. 7, 1968, at B2, col. 6. The commentator noted earlier that:

One suspects, and it is only a suspicion, that if Maryland had their convention

to do over, it would not be the same. The political forces in the state would
not let it get out of their control, as it often did.

W. Brooke Graves, a specialist in state government, noted that "iMaryland is giving

US a convention that will serve as model for some time to come." Wall Street Journal,

Pec. «, iM7. « to, col. 2.

>i* Washington Post, Jan. 11, 1968, at AI9, col. 5.

113 Washington Post, May 16, 1968, at A20, col. I.

inOstwald, How Not to Hold a State Con-Con, Wall Street Journal, Sept. 25, 1967,

atI8, col. 3.

>'8 A. Sturm, CoNsnruTioN-MAKiNc in Michigan 106 (1963).
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(which resulted in a compromise) and over single-member districts (won
by the reformers)."* But while this influence cannot be purged from the

convention process, it can be minimized through the use of nonpartisan

elections. A nonpartisan convention will resemble more closely than a parti-

san convention the idea! of a meeting of public spirited citizens who make
decisions on the basis of merit alone.

It was widely felt that partisanship caused the defeat of the New York
document. Maryland, heeding the New York example, avoided partisanship

in an effort to dissipate the influence generated by announcements of sup-

port or opposition from political parties or interest groups. Adversaries of

constitutional reform are given powerful ammunition when one party

dominates the convention. However, when a nonpartisan convention

frames the document, a disgruntled party or interest group attacks not the

decision of another party or interest group but, in theory, the decision of

the very citizens it wishes to attract to its cause. In fact Maryland did avoid

much of the normal political and interest group opposition to ratification.

Although both parties strenuously objected to some of the provisions pro-

posed by the Maryland convention and although organized labor was dis-

appointed by the rejection of a labor bill of rights, they all ultimately urged

ratification of the document. But the established political and interest groups

urged ratification in vain. "It was the rank and file trampling the ofllicers;

the grass roots strangling the trees and the self-proclaimed little man de-

ciding for himself what kind of government he would have." *"

The result in Maryland may cast doubt upon the viability of achieving

constitutional reform by the convention method. But perhaps Maryland

moved too quickly, too progressively. The Maryland

vote was explained by many ... as an outgrowth of a widespread

fear of change during a period of social unrest and civil disorder

and resentment at the expansion of an already large goverrmient.

The fact that the document was pushed by urban liberals and labeled

as reform may have only increased the wariness of Maryland's tradi-

tionally conservative electorate.'"

r

This movement in part can be attributed to the unfettered nature of the

convention. Partisan bodies, in contrast, generally move incrementally

through compromise which never reaches an ideal but gradually improves

existing models. A partisan structure thus places a check upon the sudden-

ness of constitutional change at the convention. But, although the partisan

116 Washington Post, Jan. 7, 1968, ar Bl, cols. S-6; id. at B2, col. 6.

117 Washington Post, May 16, 1968, at AS, col. I.

ii»W.

\
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convention in most cases may be relied upon to prevent radical change, the

New York convention proved that such reliance may be misplaced. In the

final analysis, there is no reason why a nonpartisan convention should b^

incapable of restricting its progress to what is tolerable to the populace. The
independent delegates must accept as part of their problem the fact that

there is a distance between their idealism and the reality of the limited

changes that the people may be willing to accept.

Convention Procedural Rules

With the exception of some modifications to allow informal deliberation

on the convention floor, most convention procedural rules closely follow

those used by the lower house of the state legislature."* Ordinarily conven-

tion procedural rules are brief, defining such things as the necessary ma-
jority and quorum, the officers of the convention and standing committees,

the powers of these respective bodies, the floor procedures as to debate and

the introduction of motions and drafts, and often the number and duties of

convention employees such as secretaries, clerks and reporters. For au-

thority in the event of parliamentary conflict, many conventions adopt such

comprehensive works as Robert's Rules of Order or Mason's Manual of

Legislative Procedure. ^'^^ There is always the danger that a relaxation of

normal legislative procedural rules will lead to prolonged and uninformative

debate,*^!' or debate on proposals which are introduced by a delegate to

enhance his image with his constituents or his political superiors.*** Limita-

tions on debate are therefore necessary, provided they can be equally aj>-

119 See, e.g., M. Faust, Organizational Manual for the Missouri Constitiitional

Convention of 194} (1943); Official Rules Adopted by the Constitutionai. Con-
vention of New Jersey (1947); Maryland Report, supra note 44 at 405-18; A. Sturm,

Ci)NSnTUTION-MAKIN0 IN MICHIGAN 78-79 (1963).

In Michigan, the preparatory commission drafted the procedural rules and outlined

the steps considered necessary for the convention's first three sessions. These tentative

suggestions were generally followed by the delegates. Sturm, id. at 5S. Such a practice

seems advisable because it saves time and effects a more careful consideration of the pro-

cedural rules than would otherwise be made.
1*0 P. Mason, Mason's Manual of Legislative Procedure for Legislative and Other

Governmental Bodies (1953); H. Robert, Robert's Rules of Order (rev. ed. 1951).

1*1 Detroit News, Feb. 27, 1962, at lOA (statement by delegate D. Hale Brake of the

Michigan Constitutional Ckinvention). Other delegates agreed that there was too much
wasteful debate. Professor Pollack suggested adoption of the rule used by the New
Jersey Convention:

Btl«n a ftofoni sh»U be considered by the coawiinM of ikc whole, any dele-

gate, the chairmen panicularly, shall be privileged to move a limitation upon
the time of debate and consideration by the committee and the committee may
fix in advance of consideration a time for the committee to rise and report.

I, BoLLACK, Making Michigan's New (k>NSTrruTioN 39 (1962).

1*2 A. Sturm, CoNnmrnoN-MAKiNG in Michigan 116-17 (1963).
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plied. It is often helpful to appoint an experienced parliamentarian or secre-

tary to be available for consultation on procedural matters.'"

Committee Structure

A substantial number of important convention decisions, like those of

other formal deliberative bodies, are made away from the convention floor.

It is inconceivable that the full convention could operate effectively without

preliminary decision-making by special committees composed of delegates

with knowledge and competence in particular areas.^** These committees

generally are concerned with either substantive matters, such as the study

and writing of particular articles in the new constitution, or procedural

matters, such as organization, publicity, and style and drafting. Typical

functions of the substantive committees include the following: (1) study

of existing provisions to ascertain past interpretation and practice, adequacy

in light of contemporary state needs, and areas where improvement is de-

sirable; (2) consideration of proposed changes (possibly in conjunction

with public hearings),'^' whether the proposals come from delegates, ex-

123 Michigan had great success with the appointment of Fred Chase as secretary. He
was the chief executive officer of the state Senate and was therefore experienced in

administrative and parliamentarian duties. Id. at 64-65. The Maryland preparatory

commission recommended a similar figure to the Maryland convention, with the follow-

ing responsibilities:

The secretary shall be the chief administrative officer of the Convention and

shall be primarily responsible for its administration, under the direct authorit)'

of the president. The secretary, under the supervision and authority of the

president, sliall be responsible for the employment and assignment of personnel,

the supervision of payroll, the registration of lobbyists or any special interest

groups pursuant to any requirements imposed Ij)' rule or resolution of the Con-

vention, and communications with the press. He shall be director of the Con-

vention's budget and shall supervise the acquisition and care of facilities, services

and supplies needed by the Convention.

Makyland Report, supra note 44 at 408-09.

12* In the New Jersey Convention five substantive committees were created: Rights,

Privileges, Amendments and Miscellaneous Provisions; Legislative; Executive, Militia,

and Civil Officers; Judiciary; Taxation and Finance.

Michigan had nine substantive committees: Declaration of Rights, Suffrage and

Elections; Legislative Organization; Legislative Powers; Executive Branch; Judicial

Branch; Finance and Taxation; Local Government; Education; and Miscellaneous Pro-

visions and Schedule.

The Maryland Convention opened with committees as follows: Personal Rights and

Preamble; Suffrage and Elections; Legislative Branch; Executive Branch; Judicial

Branch; Local Government; State Finance and Taxation; General Provisions.

The substantive committees of the Alaska Convention were: Ordinances and Tran-

sitional Measures; Preamble and Bill of Rights; Suffrage, Elections and Apponionment;

Legislative Branch; Executive Branch; Judicial Branch; Resources; Finance and Taxa-

tion; Local Government; District Legislation, Amendment and Revision.

125 At the Michigan Convention, some committees had open meetings in Laiuing and
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ternal organizations, or the committee Itself; and (3) submission to the

convention of the committee proposal or alternative proposals, along with a

report explaining all relevant facts and arguments.***

All recent conventions have had separate committees concerned with

each of the three branches of govermnent.*^ Occasionally, the convention

will divide these branch committees into two or more committees, as in

Michigan where there were separate committees on legislative organization

and legislative powers.*** In addition to these three basic committees, there

usually is a committee concerned with the preamble, bill of rights, suffrage

and election provisions, and other matters nbt within the specific jurisdic-

tion of another committee.'** Also, there is ordinarily a separate com-

mittee concerned with taxation, finance and problems of local govern-

ment.*^** Although many variations are possible, these five substantive com-

mittees are all that are strictly necessary.

If past practice is any indi( ation, most conventions will be unsuccess-

ful in properly limiting the number of committees.*** For instance, the

New York convention of 1938 felt compelled to have separate committees

on matters such as Indian alFairs and canals, and individual committee

treatment of cities, counties, towns and villages.*^* What often happens is

that the convention creates enougii committees to insure that all delegates can

serve on at least one, that all convention leaders can obtain a committee

chairmanship, and that certain interest groups can obtain strategic represen-

tation in their areas of concern. The result can be disastrous. State consti-

tutions are almost universally too lengthy, yet each committee usually will

contribute some material to the proposed constitution.'^' As committees be-

other parts of the state where citizens could voice their opinions. J. Pollack, Making
Michigan's New Constitution 32 (1962).

126 Michigan Constitutional Convention Journal, No. 14, Oct. 26, 1961, at 73. See

also A. Sturm, Constttution-Making in Michigan 86 (1963).

127 Note 124 supra.

128 Note 124 wpra.
129 Note 124 supra.

15" See note 124 supra. The financial crisis occurring in many cities would seem to

make financial matters and local government an ideal match. This is particularly so with

regard to the state tax structure, which should be integrated with municipal taxes,

county taxes, and property and sales taxes.

131 Although the New Jersey Convention showed admirable restraint, supra note 124,

as a general rule too many substantive committees are created. Id.

1*2 The 1967 New York (Convention divided the work among fifteen standing com-

minces, t considerable diminution from (he thirty-four that operated at the 1938 New
York Convention. McKay, Constitutional Revision in New York State: Disaster in 1961,

19 Syracuse L. Rev. 207, 219 (1967).

183 The excellent commentary that followed the Michigan convention reveals a feel-

ing that too many committees were created, despite the fact that Michigan, in compari-
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come more numerous, their work becomes more detailed and jurisdictional

lines less precise. A successful constitution must be an internally integrated,

consistent and unified document. A mere accumulation of technical provi-

sions drafted by nuny different hands will inevitably result in inconsistencies,

duplications, omissions, and inclusion of material more properly left to leg-

islation."*

In addition to the substantative committees, conventions invariably find

it necessary to establish certain operational or procedural committees.***

Most conventions place the important work of integrating and polishing

the proposed or adopted constitutional language in a committee on style,

son with other conventions, created relatively few committees. Professor Sturm reports

that:

Practically all delegates interviewed agreed that the number of committees should

be kept small; some declared that one or two of the substantive committees

could have been omitted without causing the convention's work to suffer. The
consensus was that no delegate should serve on more than one substantive com-
mittee.

A. Sturm, Constitution-Making in Michigan 275 (196J).

134 An example of the tj'pes of committee jurisdictional problems that can arise is

noted by Professor Pollack who reports that, at the Michigan convention, a problem

arose as to whether gubernatorial elections were to be considered by the executive

comniirtee or the elections committee. J. Pou-ack, Making Michigak's New Consti-

tution 35 (1962).

When there is an abundant number of committees, it is often necessary to have

delegates serve on more than one committee. This presented a problem to the Michigan

convention, for the delegates had time to follow the proceedings of only one com-

mittee. Id. at 26-27.

Although it seems desirable to appoint delegates to committees which deal with topics

of particular interest to them, this can apparently be overdone. Of twenty-one mem-
bers on the Michigan Judicial Committee, twenty were lawyers and the other a

pharmacist. These specialists were unable to agree with one another, and their report

was unduly delayed. Ann Arbor News, May 12, 1962, at 12. Overlapping committee

assignments added to this burden. A. Sturm, CoNSTiTtmoN-MAKiNG in Michigan 276

(1963). Furthermore, judicial matters are of general interest to the state and should

not be made the peculiar province of the lawyers. J. Pollack, Making Michigan's New
CbNSTiTimoN 24 (1962).

At Michigan there was also a problem of keeping the convention informed of what

was going on in tlie committees. It was felt that problems should be considered by
delegates ourside the particular committee before a proposal comes to the convention

floor. Id. at 35-36.

135 Maryland had operational committees on the following matters: Style, Drafting

and Arrangement; Calendar and Agenda of the Convention; Rules, Credentials and

Convention Budget. Washington Post, Sept. 7, 1967, at Fl, col. 5.

New Jersey established the following committees: Arrangement and Form; Submis-

sion and Address to the People; Rules, Organization, and Business Affairs; and Oeden-
tials. Printing, and Authentication of Documents.

Michigan had four operational committees: Style and Drafting; Adtninistrarion; Pub-
lic Information; and Rules and Resolutions.
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drafting and arrangement."* It is often convenient to centralize rules policy,

business affairs, and other orgnnizational matters in a special committee.'"

Finally, many conventions have had success with a committee which co-

ordinates publicity and general outside contact."* The importance of these

committees cannot be overemphasized. It is essential to the overall success

of the convention that it be able to function smoothly; it is therefore neces-

sary that capable and interested delegates be placed on these committees.

Although they will not be concerned with substantive constitutional issues,

these members perform the important task "of easing and implementing the

process of constitution-making." "•

Committee Membership

A nonpartisan convention would seem more capable of appointing com-

mittee chairmen and membc/s on the basis of merit than a partisan conven-

tion. In both Michigan"* and New York"* the dominant party appointed

only party members to con)mittee chairmanships, while in Maryland ap-

pointments were made regardless of political affiliation. It is difficult to

match correctly the interests, ability and experience of delegates with the

needs of the various committees. VVlien the convention can select chair-

138 The Michigan convention utilized its committee on style and dtafting at several

stages. Committees concerned with substantive matters referred the proposal to the

committee of the whole. The committee of the whole then reported the proposal to

the style and drafting committee, which in turn reported its draft to the committee

of the whole. There was a second vote by that body and, if the item was accepted,

it was again referred to the style and drafting committee, and this committee again

reported its product to the committee of the whole for a final vote. Michigan Con-
stitutional Convention Journal, Res. No. 72, No. 94, March 7, 1962, at 722.

•ST It is particularly helpful if this committee controls employment practices at the

convention since this avoids preferential hiring by the delegates themselves. The com-

mittee is able to test potential employees objectively and employ applicants on the basis

of relative merit. The overall level of the ability of employees is consequently in-

creased. J. Pollack, Making Michigan's New Constitution 34-35 (1962).

138 Michigan found their Committee on Public Information very helpful during

the convention. J. Pollack, Making Michigan's New CoNSTrrunoN 33 (1962). The
need to coordinate public information was, perhaps erroneously, apparently not con-

sidered necessary at the Maryland convention, where one delegate reported that "tal

$10,000 fire or an assault and robbery get a helluva [sic] lot more news coverage than we
do." Wall Street Journal, December 6, 1967, at I, col. 1.

The Maryland public infonnscion conimittM was o^ the opinion that it wM not

lilt biuiiMM of the convention to proniote the new cotucitution but that this was a

task for organizations and persons not directSy related to the convention. Baltimore

Sun, Dec. 8, 1967, at A12, col. 1.

139 A. SruRM, Constitution-Making in Michigan 80-81 (1963).

"«W. at 73-77.

l*» Note 93 supra.
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men from only one party, and when the dominant party insists that the

party ratio at the convention as a whole be reflected by an equivalent ratio in

the various committees, as in Michigan,*** the task of selecting responsible

committeemen ind chairmen is all the more difficalt.

It is obvious that delegates will be interested in particular committees.

Interests may often depend upon vocation or profession. It is only natural

that attorneys and judges will wish to revise the judiciary, that legislators

will want to serve on the legislative committee, that local government offi-

cials will want to sit on the local government committee, and that bankers

and businessmen will be drawn to a finance or taxation committee. To some

extent, vocational backgrounds and interests should control in appointing

delegates to the committees, but caution should be exercized to avoid over-

loading committees with especiaUy interested members. It is essential that the

constitution have a broad appeal and that fresh approaches be taken to old

problems. The judicial system is no more the exclusive domain of the bar

than the legislature is the sole concern of legislators. It is important that

some experienced members be available to point out current problems and

possible solutions, but all citizens are interested in constitutional matters and

all committees should be structured to achieve a roughly equal balance

between membere with special interests and those whose interests are more
general. -

External Pressures

The importance of a constitudonal convention is of such magnitude that

it is impossible to have it function in a vacuum, free from outside pressures.

Indeed, delegates are elected representatives who should be subject to the

desires of their constituents. But it is necessary to limit external pressures in

some manner in order to assure that delegates concentrate on their task and

are left free from coercive pressures. The basic purpose of a constitutional

convention transcends the purpose of normal partisan political processes.

The decisions of the delegates cannot be repealed by a simple majorit)'

when the passions of the day have passed. Moreover, many delegates may
be inexperienced at shedding lobby pressures. Accordingly, convention

delegates should be insulated to a greater extent than legislators from lobby-

ing activity.

There are innumerable methods of exerting pressure from outside. Politi-

cal leaders in the state will attempt to influence decisions at the convention

both through the partj' machinerj' and through statements made to the

press.'*' Nonpartisan delegates are of course better able to ignore such

t42 Note 140 mpra.

us New York had this experience. Governor Rockefeller objected to many of the

5amc constitutional proposals that Republican delegates disliked. Washington Post.
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pressures than partisan delegates who must cater to the wishes of party

leaders and must answer to their constituents if they seek election to another

office.

Prolific lobbying tactics may impede the internal workings of the con-

vention. Professor Pollack, a delegate at the Michigan convention, noted

that open committee meetings meant that lobbyists and newspaper reporters

were always present. Although he approved of the open meetings, he noted

that the presence of these groups sometimes made agreement more difficult,

and delegates tended to talk for newspapermen and lobbyists rather than

for other delegates."* To regulate lobby pressure, the Michigan convention

required that lobbyists register and keep a record of their expenses for

publicity and entertainment of delegates. These records were open to the

public."'

Maryland experienced lobbying activity but, because the delegates had

few political party ties, these pressures were largely ignored.'** Despite

the opposition of virtually the entire legislature, the Republican governor,

and Democratic organizations in the Baltimore area, the convention ap-

proved a single-member districting proposal by a vote of 83 to 52. Further-

more, after a tie vote rejected a labor bill of rights "labor organizations

began a blitz campaign of personal contact and telegrams." *" However, the

Sept. 7, 1967, at Fl5, cols. 1-7. However, his views were more widely publicized by
the press than those of the delegates.

i«*J. Pollack, Making Michigan's New Constitution 29-30 (1962).
><s Michigan CoNVEf^iON Journal, Res. No. 106, No. 135, May 9, 1942, at 1280.

J^A. SiuHM, Constitution-Maki.ng in Michigan 134-35 (1963) describes the lobby

situation in Michigan:

Lobbying methods and tactics at the constitutional convention differed con-
siderably from those usually employed in the regular lawmaking process. In the

first place, far fewer lobbyists registered at the convention than with the legisla-

ture. With a few exceptions, such as the highway interests, there was much less

oven lobbying activity, and, generally, it lacked the luster and excitement that

often characterizes lobbying at the legislature. Major factors that differentiated

lobbying activity at the convention from pressure on legislators were: first, the

convention's excellent research staff greatly reduced delegates' reliance on interest

groups for information; second, the nature of the convention with its diversified

membership made lobbying difficult for representatives of interest groups, who
were personally acquainted with relatively few delegates; third, some traditional

techniques could not be effectively applied to delegates elected for a single

purpose and who would not run for re-election; and fourth, the strong stand that

the convention took on regulating agents of pressure groups and their activities

discouraged many from registering.

The Maryland convention listed among its registered lobbyists )'oungsters froni

the University of Maryland Student Government Associuion, who pushed for a re-

duction in the voting age, a representative from the City of Baltimore to protect its

interests, and a minister who stated on the registration form that the subject of his

lobby were "Christian principles." Wall Street Journal, Dec. 6, 1967, at 10, col. 3.

147 Washington Post, Jan. 4, 1968, at El, coL 6.
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independent delegates ignored the pressure and properly decided that labor

relations and rights were better left to the legislature.

The Ratification Process

The ratification process is an integral and decisive part of constitutional

change. Although it was formerly held, pursuant to the most extreme view

of convention authority, that a convention is empowered to declare its docu-

ment to be the law,"^ the modem view is that no such power exists."'

Nevertheless, the constitutions of twelve states require no ratification of a

proposed constitution,**" and the remnants of the earlier view still color

modern decision-making; one of the ofHcial reasons for the recent selection

of the commission method rather than the convention in Virginia was that

the convention could dispense with popular ratification.*'*

If the constitution is to be submitted to the electorate for its approval,

the manner in which it is submitted should be calculated to ascertain as

completely and conveniently as possible the public will.'" There are sev-

eral alternatives. The constitution may be submitted in toto; each provision

may be voted on separately; or all controversial provisions not essential to

the constitutional scheme may be submitted separately.

Submission of the constitution in toto is administratively convenient,

necessitating only one election and a simple "yes" or "no" response. How-
ever, if the proposed constitution contains a controversial provision, this

procedure may cause the defeat of an otherwise sound document. For ex-

ample, the voters of New York recently rejected a constitution largely be-

>«8£.g. Sproule v. Fredericks, 68 Miss. 898, 11 So. 472 (1892). See generally J.

Jameson, Constitutional Connxntions (1887).

i««W. See Gaines v. O'Connell, 305 Ky. J97, 204 S.W.2d 425 (1947).

100 White, tupra note 27 at 1144-45.

>«»ln Taylor v. Commonwealth, 101 Va. 829, 44 S£. 754 (1903), the Virginia court

held as effective a convention document promulgated in defiance of the legislative limiu-

tions. However, the Governor and other state officials had already sworn allegiance

to the constitution. The question was whether the convention had to follow legislative

instructions requiring that the proposed document be submitted to popular vote. The

convention declared the instrument effective without popular ratification, and the court

upheld the declaration. Accord, Miller v. Johnson, 92 Ky. 589, 18 S.W. 522 (1892).

For a comprehensive summary of the earlier cases on point, see IS LJl.A. 524 (1892).

Apparently, this declarative ratification in Virginia has become firm precedent. When
under attack by Republicans for calling for a constitutional commission rather than a

convention, Governor Mills E. Godwin of Virginia answered that a convention could

proclaim the document effective without submitting it for ratification whereas the

commission document would have to be approved by the people. Evening Star (Wash-

ington, D.C.), No\ 11, 1967, at B2, cols. 2-}.

iMSec
J. Jameson, (2oNsnTimoNAL Conventions 5J0 (1887).
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cause of opposition to controversial provisions.'" But in situations where
only minor changes have been made in an existing constitution, or where
estimation of the popular will suggests no such coni roversies, submission

of the entire document may be feasible.

Independent submission of each part of a proposed constitution will rarely

be advisable for major changes. It is inconvenient, necessitating an extremely

long ballot (or many separate elections) and a vast amount of organization.

Moreover, such a method would not produce a well-ordered constitution hut

rather a clutter of unstructured and perhaps inconsistent provisions. Separate

submission of non-integrated controversial provisions is quite desirable, how-
ever, since it reduces the possibility that an otherwise sound constitution will

be defeated at the polls. Moreover, it permits ratification of a new constitu-

tion to take place with a minimum of administrative inconvenience.

The decision on the manner of submission is usually made at the con-

vention. However, further decisions regarding the mobilization of popular

support for the new document must be made during the post-convention

ratification campaign. No matter how sound the document or how uni-

versal the official acclaim, an intense educational effort must be made.

Otherwise the opponents of ratification may be able to rally enough support

to defeat it while the potential proponents remain at home.

It has been suggested that failure to mobilize support was the cause of the

Maryland failure, but it is probable that the cause lies deeper.'" Whatever
the method of political change, the members of the body drafting the con-

stitution must appreciate fully the art of the possible. "It's not just how well

you draw your new laws, but how well you understand your voters when
you go submit them." '"

C. L. W., Jr.

"8C. LoBiNGiER, The People's Law 340-44 (1909). See text supra at notes 94-96.

IM See text mpra at note 118.

i« Life, May 31, 1968, at 4.
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Organizing the

Constitutional Convention

JOHN E. BEBOUT

The organization and conduct of a "successful" or

useful constitutional convention does not simply happen. It re-

quires administrative and political statesmanship, endowed with

foresight, a conviction of the special public importance of the en-

terprise, and a sense of purpose or direction. Too many conventions

have failed to live up to their high calling because they were or-

ganized and conducted much too casually.

Important decisions affecting the organization and conduct of a

convention are made before, some long before, the convention is

called. More of these decisions are written into the New York

Constitution than in those of most other states. These provisi . i

need to be examined both because of their bearing on the action

of the organizers an ' managers of the forthcoming convention and

because some of then, should probably be changed for the benefit of

future conventions. A review of the pertinent provisions of the

New York Constitution will also throw light on issues that in one

form or another must be faced in other states.

I

The size of a convention and the basis of representation are among

the most significant factors conditioning its organization and be-

havior. The fact that the 1967 convention will have 186 members

was determined basically by the constitutional stipulation that
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there shall be three delegates elected from each senate district plus

fifteen more elected at large. The provision for delegates elected

at large is another significant organizational fact. Only the Mis-

souri Constitution makes a similar prescription.

There is little reason to question the soundness of provisions

requiring an absolute majority of the convention for a quorum

and for the final vote on proposals, giving the convention control

over its rules, the selection and compensation of its staff, and the

choice of its own officers, and giving the convention discretion

as to the manner and the time, after a lapse of six wee' ', of sub-

mission of its work to the voters.

A question might be raised about the use of the words "after

the adjournment of the convention" in designating the beginning

of the minimum period of six weeks before the election at which

the proposals are voted on by the people. One reason for this is the

growing belief that a convention and its members have a duty to

explain and, subject to the right of dissent on the part of individ-

ual delegates, to espouse their work to the people. While arrange-

ments presumably can be made, as they were by the New Jersey

convention of 1947 and the Michigan convention of 1961, for

continuing staff work to handle public information until election,

there is something to be said for preserving the body itself, in case

official action is needed.

The provision that a convention shall meet the first Tuesday

in April following its election is not necessarily so innocuous as

it may sound. As to the place of meeting, two states in recent

years. New Jersey and Alaska, have chosen to hold their conven-

tions on the campus of the state university. In each case the de-

cision was based on the belief that the campus setting would be

more conducive to the kind of deliberation that was hoped for

than the chambers and corridors of the capitol. There is wide-

spread opinion in both states, an opinion in which I concur, that

the belief was justified by events.

The April meeting date means that there is a period of five

months between election and organization during which the con-

vention has no control over its own destiny. This is one month

longer than the old waiting period between the election of a new

president and his inauguration on March 4. During this period the

convention can do nothing to influence the nature of whatever
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official preparatory work may be done for it. It seems obvious that

the convention could make bette-' use of its total time and re-

sources if it could organize at a time closer to its election. There

is one other reason why a late fixed date for the first meeting of

any convention is of doubtful propriety; it limits the possible use

of a convention in case of an emergency. It may be argued that

there is no such thing in an American state as an emergency re-

quiring such action, although Rhode Island and Virginia both

used quickie conventions during the Second World War to facili-

tate soldier voting. Moreover, a constitution so stuffed with essen-

tially legislative detail as that of New York is subject to more rap-

id obsolescence than a short, general constitution like that of New
Jersey or Alaska. In a time of rapid change and mounting demands

on government, this could cause a state unable to change its basic

law in much less than two years considerable embarrassment. The

Twenty-first Amendment to the United States Constitution be-

came effective less than ten months after it was approved by the

Senate. The convention may wish to review the timetable pre-

scribed by the constitution with a view to giving the people of

New York greater flexibility in the use of future conventions.

The members of the New York convention of 1967 will be the

highest paid convention delegates in American history, with an-

nual salaries of $15,000 and $3,000 expense allowances. This is

the result of the constitutional provision equating the pay of dele-

gates with that of legislators. In contrast, Rhode Island today, and

New Jersey in 1947, have allowed only modest expenses. The New
York pay scale is surely high enough to justify expectation that

the delegates will make the convention their major business for

any reasonable duration. That it is high enough, as some have

cynically suggested, to tempt them to protract their proceedings

into a second or third year seems doubtful. On the other hand,

should it seem necessary to achieve a good result to continue into

a second year, as in the case of the Missouri convention of 1943-

44, the delegates should not hesitate to do so, even though it would

mean another annual salary. Happily, argument over the cost of a

convention has been less a deterrent to investment in foresight in

New York than in most other states. However, the convention may

wish to consider whether the constitutional provision for the com-

pensation of delegates should be modified.
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The New Jersey and Rhode Island no-pay plan certainly is not

to be recommended in any state under modem conditions, unless,

perhaps, for a convention limited by law or common consent to a

very short a^, nda and time schedule. For a large state like New

York, where ' c agenda is general review and revision of a dif-

ficult, complex constitution, it is undoubtedly important to pay

delegates enough to expert them to concentrate on the job for a

considerable period of time.

How much time? The Michigan convention, which had the bene-

fit of substantial background preparation .':id excellent staff work,

opened October i, 1961, took just over seven months to complete

its draft adopted on May 11, 1962, and then recessed until August

I, when it made a few changes, mainly for clarification and other

technical reasons, and adjourned sine die. The delegates received

$7,500 each, plus mileage to and from the convention once a

month, for this service.

Delegates to the Michigan convention were able to point to a

number of ways in which its work might have been expedited.

However, the actual timetable does not seem unreasonably long,

given the fact that almost everyone goes into a convention with-

out specific prior experience. Since the Michigan Constitution was

shorter and less complex than that of New York, this state will

do well if it gets a serious, competent job in much less time.

This brings us to the provision in the New York Constitution

which directs the convention delegates to "continue their session

until the business of such session shall have been completed."

Some, obser\'ing the dispatch with which the Alaska and New
Jersey conventions, both limited by law to three months, com-

pleted their work, and comparing them with the more protracted

proceedings of the recent Michigan convention and the Missouri

convention of 1943-44 and the almost interminable proceedings

of the latest Rhode Island convention, argue for a mandatory dead-

line. There is no doubt that a deadline has considerable discipli-

nary value. There were other factors, however, in both Alaska and

New Jersey, that tended to reinforce and make feasible the com-

pletion of a sound job within the time allotted.

It seems quite likely that any such deadline would have doomed

the Missouri and Michigan conventions to futility. In either case

success would have required an administrative and political mir-
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acle. Even in Alaska, some observers who felt that the three-

month period was enough to do the basic job believe that the

document could have been approved if the convention, like the

Michigan convention, could have returned briefly, after a period

of staff work over the document, to reconsider matters of style and

a few matters of substance. On balance, it seems best to leave the

duration of the convention to the delegates themselves, although

some states might wish to encourage reasonable dispatch by some

limitation in the pay scheme.

II

As constitutional conventions go, the 1967 body will be a large

one, although not so large as the four hundred-odd-member con-

vention in New Hampshire and the 320-member convention in

Massachusetts in 1917. This fact will impose difficult problems

on the managers and delegates and raises a serious question about

the desirability of changing the constitutional basis for representa-

tion in future conventions. Missouri, the only other state with

constitutional provision for delegates-at-large, elects only two in-

stead of three members from each senate district. This rule in New
York would have reduced the forthcoming convention to 129, fif-

teen less than the 144-member Michigan convention, which

seemed a litde too large for ideal committee work and convention

debate. If it is possible to achieve representativeness in a body

of less than one hundred, experience in the smaller conventions

in Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, New Jersey, and some other states

suggests that the efficiency of such a body as a deliberative as-

sembly is worth reaching for.

Although the delegates-at-large are an unusual feature of the

New York convention and increase its size, experience in both

New York and Missouri points to the desirability of retaining

them. In both states it has proved possible to attract as delegates-

at-large elder statesmen and especially qualified persons who
might not have run or been elected as district delegates. It is not

surprising that a disproportionate number of the official and in-

tellectual leaders of conventions in both states have tended to ap-

pear among the delegates-at-large. In view of the crucial impor-

tance of leadership and experience in a convention, this asset

should be preserved.
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The most important factor to be considered in the organization

and conduct of a convention is the nature and scope of its mission.

Some states have in recent years held conventions limited to deal-

ing with cenain parts of the constitution. Obviously, such a con-

vention may require less time, less preparation, and less manage-

ment than one charged with responsibility for general revision.

However, most conventions have been expected to review the

whole constitution and have had a license to propose changes in

any or all parts of the constitution. This is and has always been

the mission of constitutional conventions in New York. The word-

ing of Article XIX, Section 2, clearly precludes the possibility of

legal limitation similar to that which denied the New Jersey con-

vention of 1947 access to the provisions on legislative representa-

tion. Moreover, the generous compensation for delegates would

make little or no sense if the delegates were not expected to con-

cern themselves with the entire document. Finally, the detailed

and interlocking nature of the provisions of various parts of the

New York Constitution makes it impossible to do a sound job of

revision of any fundamental nature without looking at the docu-

ment as a whole.

This is not to say that specific changes might not well be made

in various provisions without affecting other related provisions.

It is to say, however, that if the constitution is to be treated as an

integral document and if a convention is to produce anything like

a general revision which has internal integrity and consistency,

the convention must organize to deal with the constitution as a

whole as well as with its separate parts. The fact is that its parts

have over the years become more and more complexly inter-

twined. This is partly the result of piecemeal amendment and

partly a cause of the increasing necessity to submit individual

amendments to the people. One of the principal justifications of

the constitutional convention is that it has a single and compre-

hensive mandate to take a general look at the constitution as a

whole.

Two additional predetermined conditions not set by the New
York Constitution that are important to the organization and con-

duct of the convention must be noted. One is the partisan election

of delegates, with all delegates presumably bearing primary al-
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legiance to either the Democratic or the Repubhcan party. Certain

implications of this will be discussed later. Suffice it to observe

here that some states forbid party nomination or party labels and

regard partisan election as incompatible with the long-range con-

stituent purpose of a convention.

The second condition is the background preparation already

made or under way. It has long been recognized that the effective-

ness of a convention may be greatly aifected by the nature and

quality of such preparation. The preparation for the New York

convention of 1915 set a standard for preparatory work that has

been imitated if not always matched by preparation for conven-

tions in many other states. The convention to meet in April will

start with access to background material prepared by The Tem-

porary Commission on the Revision and Simplification of the

Constitution between 1956 and 1961 and with the material now

being prepared by The Temporary Commission on the Constitu-

tional Convention. Unfortunately, as everyone knows, the work

of the latter commission has been delayed and will necessarily be

limited in scope because of a long period of dissension in the com-

mission and the consequent resignation of two staff directors be-

fore the present staff was assembled. Under the circumstances. The

Academy of Political Science is especially to be congratulated for

following its own 1914 precedent by devoting these proceedings

to problems of the convention.

In addition, it is to be hoped that those vv!,o assume leadership

responsibility for the convention will use the remaining time to

supplement these preparations, especially by making plans to en-

gage the convention with the task not of mere tinkering with con-

stitutional details but of writing what amounts to a new integral

constitution for the Empire State. New York has not had such a

constitution for a good many years.

Without careful planning and expert management, constitutional

tinkering is about all that can be expected. One is tempted to

suggest that the convention should prepare for a job of constitu-

tional slum clearance, for the elimination of the jumble of complex,

outworn, and interpenetrating provisions that make it increasingly

difficult for the government of the day to deal in a straightfor-

ward manner with rapidly emerging and changing situations.
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Ill

There is neither space nor need here to discuss in detail the rules

and the logistics of convention operation. These have all been

critically and sensibly discussed again and again during the last

half century or so. Some of the most useful sources are listed in

the bibliographical note at the end of this paper.

In view of the method of election of delvi-,ates and the political

tradition of the state, the future of the convention lies largely in

:he hands of the party leadership. The parties exist. Only they can

act in advance to inject some order, dispatch, and sense of direc-

tion into the early proceedings of the convention. In so doing, it

is to be hoped that they will remember that their job is to write

a constitution for all the people of New York for at least a genera-

tion ahead. A statute defeated or marred by excessive partisanship

can be revived or repealed by the next legislature. A constitution

lost or flawed by short-range political considerations cannot be so

easily retrieved.

The record shows that in well run conventions, relatively few

matters raise genuine and legitimate party issues. The parties can

and should compete in the convention for credit in writing a good

constitution that both parties and most of the voters will wish to

support. This was, in fact, the essence of the bipartisan spirit of

the New Jersey convention of 1947. That convention and some

others demonstrate that if the leaders of parties or factions deal

with one another fairly, in terms of their common task and ob-

jective, a spirit of community develops among the delegates which

raises the level of their aspiration and performance as they learn

to know one another and to sense the excitement and importance

of their mission. This state of affairs depends heavily on accidents

of personality and position, but the extent to which it is achieved

depends also on the working conditions that result from specific

aspects of convention organization and management.

It must be recognized that the size of the convention intensifies

ihc difficulty of achieving optimum member involvement and

deliberation without excessive delays. Tlie size of the body, to-

gether with its partisan cleavage, also complicates the problem of

or(]anizing a representative and cffcciive conunlttee system re-

lated to the grand objective of integral constitutional revision.
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The committee structure may prove to be the principal clue to iIk-

nature of the convention's end product and the key test of the devo-

tion of the leadership of both parties to the public interest.

Observers of constitutional conventions generally agree that tho

niunber of committees should be kept small, with each substantive

committee charged with responsibility for a broad segment of the

constitution and with no member serving on more than one such

committee. The New Jersey convention of 1947 had only five sub-

ject-matter committees in addition to the Committee on Arrange-

ment and Form, often known as the Committee on Style. The sub-

ject-matter committees were as follows: Rights, Privileges, Amend-
ments and Miscellaneous Provisions; Legislative; Executive, Mili-

tia, and Civil Officers; Judiciary; Taxation and Finance. In addi-

tion, there were committees on Submission and Address to the

People; Rules, Organization, and Business Affairs; and Creden-

tials, Printing, and Authentication of Documents. The Michigan

convention of 1961-62 had nine substantive committees and four

others. One of the worst models was set by the New York conven-

tion of 1938, which established thirty-four committees, including

committees on such world-shaking matters as Canals and Indian

Affairs and separate committees on Cities, Counties and Towns,

and Villages. A committee structure of this sort is almost guar-

anteed to increase rather than to diminish the detail and prolixity

in a constitutional document. Its only advantages lie in the fact

that it provides committee chairmanships and vice-chairmanships

for a SI 'istantial proportion of the delegates and so fractionates the

work 1 the delegates that the only possible way to achieve any

kind of acceptable order at the end of the convention is by back-

room negotiation among a few leaders. If the convention of 1967
were to start out with such a committee structure, some delegate

could perform a great service to the state by introducing a motion

to adjourn sine die immediately.

If the convention is ready to consider writing a basic constitu-

tion, it could achieve its purpose with very few substantive com-

mittees. Logically, these five committees would be enough: (i) bill

of rights, suffrage and elections, revision and amendment; (2) leg-

islative organization; h) executive; (4) judiciary; {5) legislative

power. This last committee would be responsible for reviewing

and, hopefully, recommending the elimination or reduction of a
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liost of provisions relating to local government, state and local fi-

nance, economic regulation, and education and social welfare that

now have the principal effect of limiting legislative power and

curtailing the adaptability of the state-local system to changing

conditions. It would doubtless be more realistic to think in terms

of separate committees on local government; finance; economic

regulation, conservation, and development; and education and so-

cial welfare in place of the committee on legislative power. This

would come to eight substantive committees. Tn addition, of

course, there would need to be a committee on style and drafting,

a committee on rules and administration, or separate committees on

each, and a committee on public information. Admit :dly it will

take considerable political restraint to keep the number of com-

mittees so low. Another difficulty lies in the fact that in order to

put every member of the convention on a substantive committee,

an absolute necessity from almost any rational point of view, the

average committee would have to have twenty-three members,

which is a larger number than would be ideal.

The size problem can be mitigated by management. Each of the

major subjects suggested as a basis for committee division can be

divided into aspects upon which different members of the com-

mittee may usefully specialize. Moreover, the structure of the pres-

ent constitution is such that certain clauses will need to have the

attention of more than one committee, a fact which points to the

desirability of establishing inter-committee task forces or joint

subcommittees on particular topics. Obviously it would be a great

deal easier to maintain useful communication and perhaps develop

some harmony of views and recommendations with respect to in-

terrelated or overlapping provisions by arrangements among from

two to four committees than by arrangements among a larger num-
ber with more limited assignments.

As to the problem of achieving full discussion and open action

<'n all crucial matters without permitting the proceedings to bog
Jown, the more fully engaged all members are in significant com-

mittee work, the less temptation there will be for individual mem-
''ors to make Brownie points on the floor. With committees of

••pproximately twenty-three each, conscientiously selected with a

\'ew to fair representation of a cross-section of the convention,

"'iich debate that would otherwise occur on the floor should take
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place in the committee rooms. This would permit the focusing of

floor debate on significant issues that had been previously threshed

out and defined by discussion within the committees. The conven-

tion should certainly avoid the error made in the current Rhode

Island convention of requiring a convention vote on every proposal

submitted by a member. Committees should have freedom to amal-

gamate, reconcile, or reject individual proposals, reserving the

right of petition, signed by a reasonable but relatively small num-

ber of members, to force out a question for convention action.

IV

Experience in a number of conventions, including those in Alas-

ka, New Jersey, and Michigan, all point to the need for a strong

staff with varied specialists to work intensively with the com-

mittees. Members of this staff should be chosen under the author-

ity of the convention in such manner as to insure that they are

acceptable to the committees that they serve.

One special caution should be observed in the selection of cer-

tain committees. The convention should avoid loading a committee

with a particular kind of expertise supposedly related to the sub-

ject-matter of the committee. Competent observers have suggested

that the committee- on the judiciary in the Alaska and Michigan

conventions might r.ave been more effective if they had not both

been overloaded with lawyers. In hke manner, a committee on

finance should not be overloaded with bankers, accountants, or

finance officers.

The committee on style and drafting should organize and start

work as early as any other committee. It shouiJ begin to develop,

hopefully on the basis of preparatory work completed before the

convention assembles, some suggestions regarding form and style,

and with its technical staff should be available to subject-matter

committees at all times. The committee on style and drafting,

moreover, if it is kept abreast of draft proposals from other com-

mittees, can serve as a communication link between the com-

mittees whose subject-matter areas impinge upon each other. While

a committee on style and drafting should not have authority to

make changes in substance, it should call attention to substantive

inconsistencies between different parts of the document and sliould
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not hesitate to raise any substantive matter which it deems po-

tentially inconsistent with the general tenor of the convention's

work. Eitlier the committee on style and drafting or an ad hoc com-

mittee near the end of the convention, perhaps a committee which

would include chairmen of the other committees, should audit the

document, before it is finally approved, for substance as well as for

style, with a view to raising for one more possible review any is-

sues that it feels may have been, for some reason, inadequately

considered.

One of the most importam rnd sensitive tasks will be that of

the committee on public information. Like the committee on style

and drafting, this committee should start work at once and see to

it that the public is constantly and adequately informed of the

progress of the convention, making use of all media and main-

taining contact with all citizen and official groups that display an

interest in the convention. It should, in consultation with the other

committees, develop a strategy for the use of public hearings

and for inviting suggestions for change or comment on tentative

proposals from ir vidual citizens or citizen organizations.

This committee should continue in active business until the

election on the convention's proposals. It should be responsible

for preparing and disseminating not only the text of the new con-

stitution or amendments, but also an explanatory report to the

people setting forth the reasoning behind and the significance of

the changes to be voted on. Among the better models for such

statements are those prepared by the Missouri, New Jersey, Alaska,

and Michigan conventions. The committee should also provide in-

formation by way of all the available media. Finally, it should

assist the individual members of the convention in the discharge

of their duty to give the people an accounting of their stewardship

by helping the voters make an informed decision.
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Constitutional Conventions

Traditionally, American states have employed the constitutional

convention for extensive revision of an old constitution or the writing of

a new one. Although this method has been used primarily for major

changes, in recent years some conventions have proposed more limited

modiiScations in the form of one or more amendments when other meth-

ods were unauthorized or inexpedient. Indigenous to the United States,

constitutional conventions are expressly authorized in the basic laws of

approximately four-fifths of the states and the commonwealth of Puerto

Rico (see Table 4 and Appendix C). In the remaining states, judicial

interpretation and practice have established this method extraconstitu-

tionally." Since the formation of the Union, at least 218 constitutional

conventions had been held in the Unit^ States through 1968.

Use of Constitutional Conventions

An Overview through 1968

Table 9, below, lists the numbers and dates of constitutional conven-

" Albert L. Sturm, Methods of State Constitutional Reform (Michigan Gov-

ernmental Studies No. 28; Ann Arbor; University of Michigan Press, 1954),

chap. V. For example, Louisiana, whose constitution contains no provision for

a constitutional convention, has held 10 such constituent assemblies. Similarly,

Arkansas and Mississippi have called six and seven constitutional conventions,

respectively, without express constitutional provision.
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tions held in the 50 staffs and Puorto Hito, as of January 1, 1969. (Au-

thorities difiFcr in their dt-tcrmination of the number of constitutional

conventions held in the states. Some include constitutional commissions,

and some count the instances in which the legislature has served as a

convention. In compiling the data for Table 9, information provided by

state officials and leading authorities on the constitution in the respective

states has been used. Constitutional commissions and instances in which

legislatures have acted as conventions are excluded.) New Hampshire

\vith 15 (until 1964 the convention was the only authorized method for

constitutional alteration in New Hampshire, with required submission of

the convention question to the voters every seven years), Georgia with

12, Vermont with 11 and Louisiana with 10 lead all other states in the

numbers of conventions. New York and Virginia each have called nine

such assemblies, and three states—Mississippi, Missouri, and New Mex-

ico—have convened seven eadi. Six states have held six conventions

eadi (Alabama, Arkansas, North Carolina, Rhode Island, Tennessee and

Texas), and seven states have assembled five of these constituent bodies

Table 9

Number and Dates of CoNsnTunoNAL Conventions

As of January 1, 1969

State



Table 9 (Continued)

State Total Number Dates

Louisiana 10

Maine 1

Maryland , 5

Massachusetts 4
Michigan 5
Minnesota 1

Mississippi 7
Missouri 7

Montana 3

Nebraska 3
Nevada 2
New Hampshire 15

New Jersey

1812, 1845, 1852, 1861, 1864, 1868, 1879, 1898,

1913, 1921

1819
1776, 1850-51, 1864, 1867, 1967-68

1779-80, 1820, 1853. 1917-19

1835, 1850, 1867, 1907-08, 1961-62

1857
1817, 1832, 1851, 1861, 1865, 1868, 1890

1820, 1845-46, 1861-63, 1865. 1875, 1922-23.

1943-44

1866, 1884. 1889

1871, 1875, 1919-20

1863, 1864
1776, 1778-79, 1781-83. 1791-92, 1850-51, 1876,

1889, 1902, 1912. 1918-23, 1930, 1938-41. 1948,

1956-59, 1964

1844, 1947, 1966 (1944 legislature acted as con-

vention)

New Mexico



(Deleware, Florida, Illinois, Maryland, Michigan, Pennsylvania and
South Carolina). Four such assemblies have convened in each of four

states (Kansas, Kentucky, Massachusetts and Ohio—in addition, nine

conventions were held in Kentucky prior to statehood). SLx stites have

called three conventions (Connecticut, Iowa, Montana, Nebraska, New
Jersey and South Dakota), seven states have held two each (California,

Hawaii, Indiana, Nevada, Washington, West Virginia and Wisconsin),

and 11 states and Puerto Rico have had only one such assembly (Alaska,

Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Maine, Minnesota, North Dakota, Oklahoma,

Oregon, Utah and Wyoming). The conventions in those states in which

only one has been held formulated the original constitution that still

serves as the basic instrument of government.

Table 10 shows the number of constitutional conventions held during

each quarter-century period from 1800 through 1950, those convened

before 1801, and the number held from 1950 through 1968. Almost a

third of the total were called during the period 1851-1875, which includes

the Civil War and Reconstruction years. Approximately three-fifths of the

conventions convened during this period are attributable to the north-

south conflict, its prelude and aftermath.

Table 10

Use of Constitutional Conventions

GROtrpED Periodically



relatively small amount of activity during the first half of the twentieth

century, American states showed increasing interest in constitutional re-

form during the following 18 )'ears. This recent burgeoning concern is

especially evident if those conventions assembled precedent to statehood

and others attributable to the political disruption of the Civil War and

Reconstruction era are disregarded in long-range comparisons.

Increasing use of other methods of constitutional change, as explained

in the two preceding chapters, affords additional evidence of the growing

recognition in American states of the necessity for modernizing the legal

foundations of their governments.

Constitutional Conventions, 1938-1968

This chapter focuses attention on the use of constitutional conventions

during the 31-year period 1938-1968, inclusive, and particularly since

midcentury. Table 11 includes data on 27 constitutional conventions as-

sembled in that period. These bodies were convened in 14 jurisdictions,

including 12 existing states, to modify their constitutions or to write new

ones, and in three territories to prepare new instruments of government.

(The 12 existing states included Hawaii, which also held a convention

in 1968 to propose extensive revision of the document written by the

1950 convention before statehood.) In Hawaii (1950) and Alaska (1955-

1956) new basic laws were formulated in anticipation of statehood, and

Puerto Rico (1951-1952) wrote a new charter as the basis for common-

wealth status. Of the 27 conventions, eight convened between 1938 and

1950, and 19 were held in the 18 years after midcentury. Significantly,

in the latter period the number of constitutional conventions has averaged

more than one a year. (The average is higher if 1969 is added. Three

constitutional conventions were held this year—in Arkansas, New Mexico

and Illinois.

)

Limitations of this study preclude detailed analysis of even the pro-

cedural aspects of constitution-making by convention since 1938." The

" For an analysis of political as well as procedural aspects of recent state

constitutional conventions, see Albert L. Sturm, Constitution-Making in Michi-

gan, 1961-1962 (Michigan Governmental Studies No. 43; Ann Arbor: Institute

of Public Administration, University of Michigan, 1963); .\lbert L. Sturm
and Margaret Whitaker, Implementing A New Constitution: TJie Michigan Ex-

perience (Michigan Governmental Studies No. 50; Ann Arbor: Institute of Pub-

lic Administration, University of Michigan, 1968); Elmer E. Comwcll, Jr. and

Jay S. Goodman, The Politics of tlxe Rh( "e Island Constitutional Convention

(New York: National Municipal League, iD69); and other forthcoming State

Constitutional Convention Studies to be published by the National Municipal
League.
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factual data on the features of constituent assemblies provided in Table

11 and other significant aspects of these bodies and their work are sum-

marized and analyzed in the remainder of this chapter.

Causes and Attitudes

The first chapter identifies many state constitutional deficiencies that

have contributed to the calling of constitutional conventions in recent

years. Among the most prominent of these in the older states is legislative

reapportionment to conform to the "one man, one vote" rule. This was

the principal reason for calling conventions in Rhode Island in 1964,

Connecticut and Tennessee in 1965, New Jersey in 1966, New York in

1967 and Hawaii in 1968. Reapportionment was also one of several fac-

tors that led to the 1951 Rhode Island constituent assembly, and to con-

ventions in New Hampshire, Michigan and other states, .\fter judicial

intervention made state legislative reapportionment inevitable, a prin-

cipal stumbling block to caUing constitutional conventions was removed,

namely, the reluctance of legislative bodies to take the necessary action.

For many decades legislatures had frustrated efForts to call conventions

because they feared that these bodies would include reapportionment in

their proposals for change, thereby jeopardizing the existing advantage of

rural interests in the legislative power structure.

Besides reapportionment and the growing pressure for general constitu-

tional reform, in the older states other factors stemming from particular

needs and weaknesses in their constitutional systems contributed to con-

vention calls. Two illustrations were the cumbersome amending process

in Virginia, necessitating conventions in 1945 and 1956 to expedite al-

terations, and a fiscal crisis in Michigan. Pressures in various states for

municipal and county home rule, improvements in the legislative process

and judicial reform were among the prominent issues that accounted for

calling most conventions.

Official and Private Attitudes

The calling of any constitutional convention connotes support by both

official and private organizations. Strong and aggressive leadership by

state officials, civic leaders and groups is precedent to practical!}' all

such assemblies. Prominent roles in calling a constitutional convention

are usually played by governors, legislative assemblies, pohtical parties,

the press, "good government" organizations and occasionally the judiciar)'.

With very few exceptions governors have advocated calling constitu-
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tional conventions in those jurisdictions where this method has been

used." Either they have provided strong support for convention calls in-

itially, or have endorsed them pablicly after the voters had approved

the calls. Tennessee Governor Frank G. Clement's neutrality toward the

1959 convention, however, is a noteworthy exception. Governors George

M. Leader, William W. Scranton and Raymond P. Shafer exemplify the

vigorous bipartisan gubernatorial leadership that led ultimately to the

1967-1968 convention in Pennsylvania. The same type of leadership

featured the long effort in New Jersey, culminating in the 1947 conven-

tion during the administration of Governor Alfred E. DriscoU. Initially,

Michigan Governor John B. Swainson and Connecticut Governor John

Dempsey were neutral, but both later supported convention calls.

Compared with the strong advocacy of constitutional conventions by

governors, the attitudes of legislatures have been less favorable, ranging

from active political and financial support through perfunctory provision

for popular referenda on the question to outright hostility. Because of

the crucial role of state lawmaking bodies in the whole process of alter-

ing constitutions, legislative attitudes have been particularly significant in

efforts to modernize state government. GeneraUy, legislative assemblies

have tended to be more favorable toward limited constitutional conven-

tions, since they can be controlled more easily than the unhmited con-

ventions. Legislative support for limited conventions in Rhode Island,

Virginia and Tennessee is typical. Territorial legislatures have also pro-

vided ample support for preparatory work and financing conventions.

Exemplifying legislative hostility toward unlimited constitutional con-

ventions was the refusal of the Michigan legislatvu-e to finance prepara-

tions for the 1961-1962 convention, and its hesitancy to provide for the

salaries of delegates and other convention expenses.

Political parties have shown mixed attitudes toward constitutional

conventions. Most successful efforts have had bipartisan support. Unless

revision directly involves sensitive state political issues, constitutional

reform efforts and their opposition usually cut across party lines. The

recent conventions in Michigan and New York afford notable examples of

partisan stands on reform proposals. As the 1961-1962 Michigan conven-

tion progressed, opposition to the emerging new document grew among

Democrats and resulted in their proposing a substitute draft. The New
York convention of 1967 was featured by partisanship throughout much

" For annual summaries of the contents of governors' messages pertaining

to constitutional reform and other subjects, see the various spring issues of

State Government.
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of its proceedings, and there was sharp partisan division between Demo-
crats (supporting) and Republicans (opposing) in the final vote on its

document. In Ckinnecticut, both parties initially opposed constitutional

revision because of their fear of the results of legislative reapportionment.

But, when reapportionment was removed as a political issue and a judi-

cial order directed the legislators to call a convention, both major parties

favored an unlimited convention, although a small right-wing Republican

group continued to oppose constitutional revision.

The press has usually supported constitutional conventions called for

purposes of basic legal reform, although some newspapers have opposed

constitutional change. In 1964 the Rhode Island press strongly endorsed

the call of an unlimited convention, but later was critical when it became

apparent that major reforms stood little chance of adoption. Similarly, in

New York the press generally supported initial efiForts leading to the

1967 convention, but many of the large metropolitan newspapers opposed

the proposed document, most notably the New York Times. In Tennessee

in 1953 the press was practically unanimous in supporting constitutional

reform by the convention method; but in 1959 and 1965 the urban press

opposed rurally dominated conventions. The prosegregation limited con-

vention of 1956 in Virginia was opposed by the Norfolk Virginia-Pilot and

the Norfolk Ledger Dispatch, but it was favored by most other state

newspapers, especially the Richmond Times-Dispatch, commonly regard-

ed as the voice of the Byrd machine. States in which recent reform efforts

by the convention method have had substantial press support include

Michigan, Maryland, Pennsylvania, Hawaii and others.

Of the numerous citizens* groups that have supported constitutional

revision, the most active in most jurisdictions have been the Leagues of

Women Voters. They have initiated campaigns for convention calls,

worked for the adoption of reforms proposed by conventions and other-

wise sought to promote state constitutional modernization. In several

states they instituted litigation that resulted in conventions ordered by

the courts. (For example, Butterworth v. Dempseij, 229 F. Supp. 754

D.C. Conn., 1964.) In most states that have held unlimited conventions

in recent years ad hoc citizens" organizations were formed, both to cam-

paign for a favorable vote on convention calls and to work for adoption

of proposed reforms. Illustrative of these were Citizens for Michigan, the

Committee for State Constitutional Revision (Pennsylvania), the Penn-

sylvania H.ir Association's "Project Constitution," A Modem Constitution

for I\iw>s\lvanin. Inc.. and. in M.ir>land, Governor
J.

.Millard Tawes'
Citi/»-iis' Conimitttv on thr Constitutional Convintion Riforondum. Bar
A«fKij!io«i». iIh' Javofs. iiuinitip.il Icai^ius. hlxn organizations and other
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groups, especially including those that expected to benefit from specific

constitutional changes, participated in campaigns for conventions.

Groups opposing these assemblies usually have been those that expected

their interests to be adversely a£Fected by proposed constitutional

changes. In Alaska and Hawaii, for example, absentee and local business

interests opposed statehood (and a constitutional convention) because of

taxation. Rural and small-town interests in Connecticut opposed a con-

vention because they feared the loss of representational advantages they

had long enjoyed under the old legislative apportionment formula, In

Michigan, constitutional revision by convention was opposed by rural

interests, road builders, some bankers' and manufacturers' associations,

afiBliates of the AFL-CIO, the Michigan Farm Bureau, and rural and local

officials' associations. Opposing the Virginia limited convention in 1956

called to amend the constitution to preserve segregation in the schools

were the NAACP, the Virginia Council on Human Relations, the Virginia

Teachers' Association, the Virginia League of Women Voters and other

groups.

Convention Calls and Authority

The constitutional procedure for calling a convention in most states re-

quires the submission of the question to the voters before enactment of

enabling legislation. Of the 27 conventions assembled during the 31-year

period 1938-1968 on which Table 11 provides information, 23 had the

advance approval of the electorate. The four conventions assembled with-

out the expressed mandate of the voters included two in Hawaii and

Alaska convened before statehood and two resulting from court orders

relating to legislative apportionment.

Table 12 shows the results of the votes on convention call referenda

during the 19 years from January 1, 1950 to January 1, 1969. ( On Novem-
ber 5, 1968, the voters of Massachusetts approved an initiative proposal

providing for a vote on the convention question in 1970.) Tliirty-three

referenda on the convention question were held in 19 states and Puerto

Rico during these years. The voters approved 21 calls in 13 states and

Puerto Rico, and rejected 12 calls in 10 states. Distinguishing between \m-

limited and limited convention calls, there were 23 referenda in 16 states

and Puerto Rico on the question of an unlimited constitutional convention,

and 10 in five states on a limited convention. Results of voter action on

unlimited conventions were 12 approvals in nine states and Puerto Rico

and 11 rejections in nine states. Six states each voted on the issue twice

(Iowa, Maryland, Midiigan, New Hampshire, New York and Pennsyl-
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Table 12

Voter Action on Convention Calls

January 1, 1950-January 1, 1969

State Date of Election Type Resub

Arkansas November 5, 1968 Unlimited

Hawaii November 8, 1966 Unlimited

Illinois November 5, 1968 Unlimited

Iowa (1) November?, 1950 Unlimited

(2) November 8, 1960 Unlimited

Kentucky November 8, 1960 Limited

Louisiana November 6, 1956 Unlimited

Maryland ( 1 ) November 7, 1950 Unlimited

(2) September 13, 1966 Unlimited

Michigan (1) November 4, 1958 Unlimited

(2) Aprils, 1961 Unlimited

Missouri November 6, 1962 Unlimited

New Hampshire ( 1 ) November 2, 1954 Unlimited

(2) November 6, 1962 Unlimited

New Mexico November 5, 1968 Unlimited

New York (1) November 5, 1957 Unlimited

(2) November 2, 1965 Unlimited

Approved:
227.429 to 214,432

Approved:

119,097 to 62,120

Approved:

2.979,977 to 1,135.440

Defeated:

221,189 to 319,704

Defeated:

470.257 to 534,628

Defeated:

342,501 to 324,777

Defeated:

50,888 to 298,469

Approved:

200,439 to 56,998*

Approved:

160,280 to 31,680

Defeated:

821,282 to 608,365*

Approved;

596,433 to 573.012

Defeated:

295.972 to 519,499

Approved:

64.813 to 37,497

Approved:

94,597 to 49,418

Approved:

78,353 to 35,854

Defeated:

1,242.568 to 1.368,063

Approved:

1,681,438 to 1,486.431

* Bill providing for convention was defeated in the House of Delegates.

"Total vote cast on proposal: 1,429,647. Total vote cast in election:

2.341,829. Proposal failed because it was not approved by a majority of

those voting in the election.
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Table 12 (Continued)

Stltt8 Date of Election Type Resuk

Ohio

Oklahoma

Pennsylvania

Rhode Island

Tennessee

Utah

Virginia

Puerto Rico

November 4, 1952 Unlimited

November 7, 1950 Unlimited

1) November 3, 1953 Unlimited

2) Novembers, 1963 Unlimited

3) May 16, 1967 Limited

1

)

May 25, 1951 Limited

2) June 9, 1955 Limited

3) January 22, 1958 Limited

4) November 3, 1964 Unlimited

1

)

August 7, 1952 Limited

2) August 8, 1958 Limited

3) November 6, 1962 Limited

4) Novembers, 1968 Limited

November 8, 1966 Unlimited

January 9, 1956 Limited

June 4, 1951 Unlimited

Defeated:

853,614 to 1,056,855

Defeated:

159,908 to 347,143

Defeated:

533,380 to 682,823

Defeated:

1,106,388 to 1,148,060

Approved:
1,140,931 to 703,576

Approved:
16,738 to 4,209

Approved:

24,077 to 20,120
Approved:

12,476 to 1,903

Approved:
158,241 to 70,975

Approved:
196,376 to 106,583

Approved:
129,554 to 114,998

Approved:

216,977 to 206,390

Five subjects were pro-

posed; only the third

was approved:

422.812 to 301,863"^

Defeated:

42,638 to 237,461

Approved:
304,154 to 146,164

Approved;

387,016 to 119,164

'The respective votes on the four other proposed subjects were: (1) 260,270
to 301,798; (2) 234,613 to 302,220; (4) 211,925 to 276,104; and (5) 236,214
to 290,922.

vania). Two states (Iowa and Pennsylvania) rejected the call for an

unlimited conv ition twice; two states (Michigan and New York) each

approved and ; i jected a call for such a convention; and Maryland and
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New Hampshire approved two such calls, but Maryland acted on only

one of these. Of the 10 states voting only once on unhmited convention

calls, Arkansas, Hawaii, Illinois, New Mexico *and Rhode Island were the

only states that registered a favorable vote. The five states that voted

on calls once and rejected them were Louisiana, Missouri, Ohio, Okla-

homa and Utah.

Referenda on limited constitutional convention calls resulted in a high-

er percentage of approvals than those on unlimited bodies. Of the 10

referenda in five states on the issue, nine were approved in four states;

Kentucky was the only state in which the call was defeated. It is note-

worthy that the Rhode Island voters approved three limited constitution-

al conventions in addition to one unlimited convention.

Convention mandates in the 14 states holding them bet\veen 1938 and

1968 ranged from consideration of a single restricted issue, such as

financial assistance for private schools in the Virginia convention (1956),

to plenary authority to propose a new constitution. In recent years the

limited convention has grown greatly in popularity. With the notable

exception of the 1947 New Jersey body, the authority of these assembhes

has been limited to stated subjects. The New Jersey convention, which

produced the present state constitution, was restricted only by the express

prohibition against reapportionment of legislative seats. In some cases

limited conventions have proceeded with a general revision of the con-

stitution. The 1965 Connecticut convention, for example, proposed a new

document, although mandated only to effect legislative apportionment

and to propose appropriate amending procedures.

Considerable difference of opinion exists among legal authorities about

the extent to which a state legislature can limit the power of a conven-

tion.'' The prevailing view is that a constitutional convention is boimd

by its popular mandate, but not by legislatively imposed limitations on

its proper powers. To avoid legislative limitation of convention authority,

a few state constitutions expressly forbid restriction on their powers. The

Alaska constitution, for example, provides that:

Constitutional conventions shall have plenary power to amend or re\'ise

the constitution, subject only to ratification by the people. No call for a

constitutional convention shall limit these powers of the convention. (Art.

XIII, Sec. 4.)

" See, for example, Ernest R. Bartley, "Methods of Constitutional Change,"

in W. Brooke Graves (ed.). Major Problems in State Constitutional Revision

(Chicago: Public Administration Service, 1960), p. 34; and Sturm, Methods of

State Constitutional Reform, pp. 101-103, and the cases there cited.
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Preparatory Research

The importance of research as a prerequisite for informed constitution-

making under modem conditions is evidenced in the emphasis placed on

preparatory studies for recent constitutional conventions. Table 11 in-

dicates that more than half the conventions held since January 1938 were

preceded by preparatory bodies which assembled essential information

for the delegates. Of the unlimited conventions, only the 1964-1969 Rhode

Island body and three of the New Hampshire conventions did not have

the benefit of special advance preparation. Officially designated bodies

and ad hoc groups prepared basic materials for convention delegates in

10 existing states and three territories before conventions assembled.

Chapter 3 deals with major aspects of preparatory commissions. In

addition to these formally designated bodies, ad hoc groups in Puerto

Rico and Tennessee made valuable pre-convention studies without official

sanction; similarly, both before and during the Michigan convention of

1961-1962, the Citizens Research Council of Michigan supplemented the

work of oflBcial bodies by preparing useful materials. The nature, method

of designation, composition, work and products of these preparatory

groups have varied widely. The official bodies have usually been ap-

pointed by the governor alone or with participation by legislative leaders

or assemblies. As indicated in Chapter 3, the membership of official pre-

parator)' bodies ranged upward from three on the Arkansas Constitutional

Convention Advisory Commission to 27 on the Maryland Constitutional

Convention Commission. Members of these commissions were appointive

and ex officio. In most cases preparatory bodies employed a staff, which

varied greatly in size and professional expertise; some commissions, in-

cluding those in Alaska, Hawaii, Maryland, Michigan, New York and

Pennsylvania, sought the assistance of professors of law, political science

and other disciplines.

Some jurisdictions used existing governmental staff units or outside

professional consulting organizations. The Legislative Research Bureau

of the University of Hawaii, for example, provided research services for

the Hawaii Statehood Commission in 1950, and again assisted the 1968

convention; and the Public Administration Service prepared a series of

studies for the Alaska Statehood Committee. Like other characteristics

of the preparatory organs, their research has varied widely. Typically it

has been of a ctual, background nature designed to provide informa-

tion essential fi-i informed basic decision-making and action. In 1968 the

Legislative Retircnce Bureau of the University of Hawaii prepared a

series of 17 background and comparative studies on particular aspects
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of the constitutional system, citing the experience in other states and

relating the data specifically to the Hawaiian situation. Comparable

studies were prepared by commissions in Michigan, New York, Pennsyl-

vania and other jurisdictions. In a number of cases, well exemplified by

constitutional commissions in Arkansas and Maryland, preparatory work
included substantive recommendations in the form of a draft constitution.

Although the principal function of these bodies was pre-convention re-

search, some were assigned or assumed other duties. The Michigan and

Maryland preparatory commissions afiFord excellent examples. The Michi-

gan Constitutional Convention Preparatory Commission, besides super-

vising the preparation of a series of studies, made arrangements for con-

vention facilities, staflF, a library and other essential resources. In Mar)'-

land the Constitutional Convention Commission followed the same gen-

eral pattern. The staffs of both bodies, like those in a number of other

States, were retained and served during the convention.

Legislative funding of pre-convention research and planning ranged

upward to the $800,000 appropriated to the New York preparator)' com-

mission during the period 1965-1967. This is by far the largest sum of

money expended to date in preparation for any constitution-making body.

In some instances, exempUfied by the ad hoc preparatory work done be-

fore the 1953 limited convention in Tennessee, there was little or no

official funding. Variations in financing preparatory work included partial

funding by a statehood commission (Hawaii), a grant from the W. K.

Kellogg Foundation (Michigan), joint funding by a universit)' and the

Carnegie Corporation (Puerto Rico), payment from the convention's

general fund ( Connecticut ) and other means.

Convention Membership and Orcajozation

The Delegates

Table 11 indicates that the number of delegates to the 27 constitutional

conventions held from January 1, 1938 through 1968 ranged from 40 in

both the 1945 and 1956 limited conventions in Virginia to a ma.vimum of

481 elected to the 1938 New Hampshire unlimited body. The average

number of delegates for all 27 assemblies was 170. For unlimited bodies

the average was 202, and for limited conventions, 129.

Most delegates were elected from state representative, state senatorial

or congressional districts. Some were elected at large and a few were

ex officio members. The 163 delegates to the 1967-1968 Penns\lvania

convention, for example, included 150 elected from senatorial districts
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(three from each) and 13 ex officio delegates, who were the legislative

oflBcers constituting the preparatory committee. The New Hampshire

delegates were elected by towns and city wards. Of the delegates to the

1950 Hawaii convention, two-thirds were from special districts and the

remaining third were elected at large, as were all delegates to the

Alaska convention. Lower house districts were the representative areas

from which delegates were chosen to the Rhode Island (1964-1969),

Maryland (1967-1968) and Hawaii (1968) unlimited conventions. The
186 delegates to the 1967 New York convention included three selected

from each senatorial district and 15 elected at large.

Election of delegates to most conventions has been on a partisan basis.

The nonpartisan selection of delegates to the Maryland and Hawaii bodies

are recent notable exceptions; New Hampshire combined both methods.

Enabling acts in some states have required even division of convention

membership between the two major parties. The 1943-1944 Missouri con-

vention is an earher example of such a bipartisan body; more recently,

the Connecticut convention and the limited bodies in Rhode Island have

had an equal number of Democrats and Republicans. A common mini-

mum eligibility requirement was that a convention delegate be a quali-

fied elector; in some states he was required to have the same qualifica-

tions as a legislator.

Delegates to constitutional conventions in all states were allowed travel

and per diem expenses, except in Rhode Island where the members of

the 1964-1969 convention were reimbursed for travel expenses only. Prior

to 1960 the delegates to few conventions received a stated salary. But since

1960 only in Rhode Island have delegates to unlimited conventions who
assembled for any extended period of time received no salary payment.

In Michigan delegates received $1,000 per month for seven months; com-

pensation in Connecticut was $2,000 for the four months of the conven-

tion; Maryland delegates were paid $2,000 for the four months' duration;

and delegates to the 1968 Hawaii convention received the same compen-

sation as legislators—$2,500 plus per diem ($32.50 for Oahu delegates,

and $45 for those from other islands ) for approximately three and a half

months. New York topped all other states in paying members of the 1967

convention $15,000 for their work, which required less than six months.

Officers of most conventions have not received additional compensation.

Most constitutional conventions have been heavily weighted with rep-

resentatives of the legal profession. In most recent conventions lawyers

comprised f om a quarter to half of the membership. Of the 142 delegates

to the 1967- )68 Maryland convention, for example, 74 were lawyers (52.1

percent), 1j were educators (10.6 percent), 19 were small businessmen
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(13.4 percent) and 12 were housewives (8.5 percent). There were 11

incumbent legislators and 22 others had served previously in the General

Assembly. Incumbent or former legislators have likewise been prominent

in these constituent bodies. Many businessmen, bankers and industrialists,

also, have been delegates. Academicians were elected relatively infre-

quently, and labor leaders were only a httle more in evidence. Thus, in

Michigan, the center of the automobile industry and with strong labor

organizations, avowed representatives of organized labor comprised only

3 percent of the total membership, reflecting the disproportionate rural

representation in the convention. In contrast, a tenth of the Puerto Rican

convention were labor leaders. Prominent among the delegates of most

conventions have been many distinguished citizens who had served or

were serving in other oflBcial capacities—incumbent and former gover-

nors, past and present supreme court justices, United States senators,

congressmen, judges, and other state and local oflBcials. Respondents to

the writer's questionnaire predominantly expressed the opinion that the

quality and competence of convention delegates in their states com-
pared very favorably with the members of their respective legislative

assemblies. Generally, convention delegates had attained a higher level

of education and seemed to be more receptive to political innovation."

Officers, Staff and Committees

Officers commoiJy elected by convention delegates have included a

president or chairman, one or more vice presidents or vice chairmen, and

a secretary. (The presiding officer of the Connecticut convention was

designated "chairman" and there was one vice chairman. The Rhode Is-

land conventions also used the term "chairman.") Below the top execu-

tive level of a typical convention organization are administrative assis-

tants, parliamentarians, assistant secretaries, clerks, sergeants-at-arms and

other lesser functionaries. In constituent assemblies organized on a parti-

san basis, there may be floor leaders of the major party delegations; these

persons are not formally designated officers of the con\'ention. The Con-

necticut convention, which was equally divided between Democrats and

Republicans, had two powerful floor leaders, each of whom could prac-

'" For a demographic and behavioral analysis of the delegates to the Rhoda
Island convention, see Cornwell and Goodman, The Politics of the Rlxodc Island
Constitutional Convention, chap, vii; see also Sturm, Constitution-Making in

Michigan. 1961-1962, chap. iii.
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tically exercise a veto over any proposal brought before the convention."

Invariably, the president has been formally elected in plenary sessions

of constitutional conventions. Informal agreement on the person to be

elected, however, has usually been reached before the convention meets.

Convention vice presidencies commonly have been used to secure repre-

sentation of political groups or factions, geographical areas or divisions,

or to reflect other significant pohtical aspects of constitution-making.

Thus, the 1968 Hawaii convention had five vice presidents, two from

Oahu and one from each of the neighboring islands. The 1961-1962

Michigan convention had three vice presidents, two Republicans and one

Democrat, reflecting roughly the two-to-one partisan ratio in the mem-
bership.

All conventions have had their own staffs. Most staff personnel per-

form administrative, housekeeping or clerical functions; in addition, prac-

tically all conventions involved in extensive revision or the writing of a

new document have had a research component, headed by a director or

co-directors. As the problems confronting conventions have grown more

complex the size of their stafls has increased significantly, especially in the

larger states. Prior to the 1960s, the usual convention staff consisted of 15

to 35 people.

Illustrative of the size of staff components in the more recent consti-

tutional conventions with broad mandates are the following: Michigan

(1961-62), average of approximately 75 staff members; Connecticut (1965),

80; Rhode Island (1964-69), 20; Maryland (1967-68), 105 authorized

positions; Pennsylvania (1967-68), 237 positions; and Hawaii (1968), ap-

proximately 180 positions, some of which were divided—total 210 persons.

Largest of all convention staffs by far was that of the 1967 New York

body. One observer has described the number and compensation of its

staff members as follows

:

The 1967 New York State Constitutional Convention can be described

as the best staffed and best financed convention in our history. In addition

to tlic $2.8 million paid to the delegates, $2.9 million was paid to approxi-

mately 900 employees of the convention, including workers in the admin-

istrative offices and the secretaries and clerks hired by each delegate. A
great collection of talent, in all pertinent fields, was assembled quickly

to aid the committees and the delegates. And the professional staff was
paid generous salaries. For a six-month period, executive directors re-

ceived $12 860; counsel for the Democratic side of each committee re-

ceived $9 90; research associates for the majorit)' received $8,040, and

other pos,..ons were paid on a declining scale. On the Republican side.

^'' See Karl \. Boswortli, "1965 Constitutional Convention: Its Politics and

Issues," Connc, licut Government, Vol. 19, No. 3 (March, 1966).
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the salaries paid did not fit into a systematic pattern, but the amounts
were equally generous.^'

Never had any previous convention recruited a staflF of such size that

there were approximately five supporting employees for each delegate.

Overstaffing was one of the administrative problems of the New York

body.

As we have noted, recent conventions have often benefited from re-

search done by preparatory commissions. Permanent governmental agen-

cies also provided valuable research assistance to some conventions. In

addition, recent constitution-making bodies have drawn extensively on the

expertise of professional and academic consultants to augment the efforts

of their regular staff personnel.

Committees comprise another important part of convention organiza-

tion. Convention committees have been of two general t}'pes: first, opera-

tional committees that have performed administrative, housekeeping and

procedural functions, with such titles as rules, credentials, agenda, finance

and printing, public information, submission and address to the people,

and style and drafting; and, second, the substantive committees whose

attention was focused on specific areas of the constitutional system—the

bill of rights, suffrage and elections, the legislature, the executive, the

judiciary, finance, local government, amendment and revision, and others.

Usually appointed by the president, sometimes with the advice of other

officers, convention committees have varied in number with the extent of

constitutional change contemplated. Profiting from the e.xperience of the

1938 New York convention which had more than 30 committees, later

conventions have used a smaller number. The number of operational

committees in conventions since 1950 has ranged from one (Connecticut,

1965) to eight (New Hampshire, 1964); substantive committees, from

one (Virginia, 1956) to 17 (Hawaii, 1950). The following tabulation lists

the numbers of both types of committees in seven recent conventions:

Michigan (1961-62)

Rhode Island (1964-69)

Connecticut (1965)
New York (1967)
Maryland (1967-68)

Pennsylvania (1967-68)

Hawaii (1968)

-' Richard I. Nunez, "Some Aspects and Problems of Staffing the 1967 New
York State Constitutional Convention" (Prepared for delivery at the 1968 Na-

tional Conference on Public Administration, Boston, March 27-3^1 1968), p. 10.
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Conventions in Action

Procedure and Phases of Work

Constitution-making by convention is lawmaking on the highest level.

Its procedure is similar to that of state lawmaking bodies in many re-

spects, although there are also substantial differences. Some conventions

have adopted the procedural rules of one of the houses of the legislature.

The 1956 Virginia convention, for example, used the Rules of the House

of Delegates and Jefferson's Manual. The procedural manual most fre-

quently adopted by conventions has been Robert's Rules of Order, often

modified by additional rules or used in conjunction with legislative rules.

The 1951-1952 Puerto Rico convention rehed on rules largely of its own
drafting. In Michigan the preparatory commission submitted a proposed

set of rules to the convention, which were adopted with some modifica-

tion." Mason's Manual was the authority specified for all cases not cov-

ered by these rules. Some conventions in other states have drawn heavily

on the rules of the Michigan body in preparing their own procediural

manuals.

Convention committees commonly held hearings and meetings open

to the public. In the limited Rhode Island conventions, however, all com-

mittee meetings were closed. Although most of their meetings were open,

committees in most conventions held some executive (closed) sessions.

Typically, the required vote for adoption of committee reports and other

proposals was either a majority of the delegates or a majority voting on

the proposal. The 1965 Connecticut body was a major exception, requir-

ing a two-thirds vote (56 of the 84 delegates) to adopt all motions and

resolutions.

The work of practically all constitutional conventions usually has pro-

ceeded through three phases or stages: the organizational phase, con-

sisting of seating delegates, adopting rules, electing officers, appointing

committees and attending to other formalities in getting the convention

under way, lasting up to two weeks in the major conventions; the com-

mittee stage, in which the substantive committees received proposals.

" See Wilbam
J.

Pierce, A Prepared Manual of Organization and Procedure

for a State Constitutional Convention, Prepared for the Constitutional Conven-
tion Preparator)' Commission, September, 1961, pp. 28-107. In designing the

proposals for the 1961-1962 convention, the rules of the Michigan legislature,

those of the 1907-1908 constitutional convention, and the rules of constitutional

conventions in other states were studied carefully; of these, the source relied

upon most was tne rules of the Michigan House of Representatives. Sturm,
Constitution-MoK.ng in Michigan, 1961-1962, pp. 78-79.
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held hearings, made decisions and prepared recommendations for submis-

sion to the plenary body; and the final phase of full-scale debate, final

decision-making and action on proposals by the entire convention. Dura-

tion of these stages has varied greatly, depending on the nature and

scope of a convention's mandate.

Blocs and Issues

The membership of most recent conventions has seldom divided into

well-defined factions or blocs, but there were a few notable exceptions.

Partisan lines were very evident in the 1967 New York body; and, as

the work of the Michigan convention progressed, voting blocs developed

in the final decision-making phase. The Repubhcan majorit)' in Michigan

split into conservative, middle-of-the-road, and liberal groups; one of the

•discernible voting blocs in the late stages of the convention included

conservative, rural Republicans and urban Democrats. Factional align-

ments also played a significant role in the course of the very lengthy

proceedings of the unlimited Rhode Island convention. In this body, the

Democratic majority divided into two groups, the legislative faction and

the more independent group. A major objective of the legislator-delegates

was to maintain the existing balance of power between the legislative

and executive branches.

Partisan conflict generally was muted in most conventions. Urban-rural

controversy, however, often exacerbated by malapportioned representa-

tion, figured prominently in several conventions; such division occurred

in the 1966 New Jersey assembly, and in the 1950 Hawaii convention in

which there were differences between delegates from Oahu (Honolulu)

and the outlying islands. But factional dissension was usually contained

within party caucuses or by the leadership. The 1967-1968 Maryland

convention, which has been described as predominantly a body of civic

reformers, affords an outstanding example of the nonpartisan approach

to constitution-making." Recent constitutional assemblages, reportedly,

were not significantly affected by personal rivalries, except for occasional

competition for convention ofiBces in the initial stages.

Legislative apportionment has been one of the most troublesome issues

confronting most recent conventions. In fact, it probably ranks first in

importance among the factors responsible for the calling of conventions

" See John P. Wheeler, Jr., and Melissa Kinsey, Magnificent Failure: The
Manjhnd Constitutional Convcntum of 1967-1968 (New York, National Mu-
nicip.il League, 1970), chap. 9.
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since midcentury. Illustrative of other divisive problems faced by recent

constituent assemblies are the following: in New York (1967), state aid

to parochial schools; in Pennsylvania (1967-1968), tax exemptions, selec-

tion of judges and the entire judicial article; in Maryland ( 1967-1968), the

comptroller's office (elective or appointive), single-member legislative

districts, and the labor "bill of rights"; and, in Hawaii (1968), 18-year-old

voting, judicial selection, legislative salaries, collective bargaining for

public employees and debt limits. Besides the issues pertaining to the

bill of rights, the three branches of government, and suffrage and finance,

other matters that most frequently occupied the attention of most con-

ventions included home rule for cities and counties, other local govern-

ment issues, constitutional amendment and revision, and excision of es-

sentially statutory matter.

Duration

The 27 constitutional conventions that assembled diu-ing the 31-year

period 1938-1968 ranged in duration from one day to more than 50

months. Rhode Island has the distinction of having held both the shortest

conventions, those of 1944 and 1955 each of which was in session only

one day, and the longest, which convened December 8, 1964, and did not

adjourn sine die until February 17, 1969. The second longest was the Mis-

souri convention which met September 21, 1943, and adjourned Septem-

ber 29, 1944. (Not included in this calculation are the two "adjourned"

conventions of New Hampshire. The first was in session for 11 days be-

t^veen May 11 and June 1, 1938, and was recalled for a reconvened ses-

sion September 23-26, 1941; similarly, another convention was in session

from May 15 to June 13, 1956, and met the second time December 2-4,

1959.) Average length of the 27 conventions, including both unlimited

and limited bodies, was 4.4 months; excluding the lengthy Rhode Island

convention, the average is 2.6 months, which is a more realistic figure.

Averages for unlimited and limited conventions, when computed sepa-

rately, show substantial differences. The 15 unlimited bodies averaged

approximately seven months in duration, but only four months if the

Rhode Island assembly is excluded; four months is the median in the

durational sequence of the unhmited conventions. As noted above, the

Rhode Island and Missouri assemblies ranked first and second in length,

respectively, i he unlimited conventions of shortest duration were held

in New Ham_,;hire, which had two in session for less than one month

each. Duratic. of the 12 hmitcd bodies was substantially shorter. The
longest, apprnvimately three months each, were in Pennsylvania (1967-
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1968) and New Jersey (1947 and 1966); as previously noted,^ Rhode

Island held two one-day conventions. The median in the durational se-

quence of limited conventions was approximately nine days.

Proposals, Referenda and Promotion

Convention Products and Voter Action

The 27 constitutional conventions listed in Table 11 proposed 11 new

or revised constitutions and 120 amendments to existing documents. Table

11 lists these proposals and indicates the results of the voters' action on

them. The 15 unlimited bodies produced 10 new or revised constitutions.

Two of these were drafted in Hawaii and Alaska and became their

fundamental laws on admission to statehood; a third was prepared for

Puerto Rico's new status as a commonwealth. Four new or revised con-

stitutions were approved by the voters of Connecticut, Hawaii, Michigan

and Missouri. Thus, Hawaii was the only state to have both a new con-

stitution and an extensive revision of it within the period of this study.'*

The 1947 assembly in New Jersey was the only limited convention to

propose a new constitution, and it was approved. Of the 11 proposed

new or revised documents, three were rejected in Maryland (1968), New
York (1967) and Rhode Island (1968).

All amendments proposed b\' conventions were submitted to the voters

except those in Virginia (1945 and 1956) which were formallv pro-

claimed in effect by the conventions. Of the 118 proposed amendments
submitted to the respective electorates, 94 were adopted. This represented

a rate of voter acceptance of approximately 81 percent, which was far

greater than that accorded proposed amendments submitted by legisla-

tures in the same states during the same period.

Promotional Activity

Delegates to recent constitutional conventions actively sought to inform

the voters of their actions and to mobilize popular support for proposals,

both before and after adjournment. Methods commonly used involved

all communication media. The Hawaii, Puerto Rico and Michigan assem-

blies and others also regularly issued press releases, and some conven-

tions created public information committees with mandates to exploit all

-* See Hebden Porteus, "The Constitutional Convention of Hawaii of 1968,"

State Government, XLII, No. 2 (Spring 1969), 97-104.
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media in developing a comprehensive educational program. The com-
mittee on information and submission of the 1968 Hawaii convention

for example, employed a full-time communications specialist for thij

purpose; daily live educational TV presentations and weekly taped sum-

maries of convention highlights were other najor features of the Hawaii

program. Radio or television or both were extensively employed in

Alaska, Michigan, Rhode Island and some other states. Distribution of

printed drafts of convention proposals and verbatim pruiting in the press

became practically standard practice for the more recent conventions.

Post-adjoununent efforts to gain support for proposals involved some,

and often m:. iy, delegates of all recent conventions. Both Republicans

and Democra campaigned actively for adoption of the five proposals of

the 1967-196S Pennsylvania body; the president of the convention re-

ported that 161 of the 163 delegates joined the Committee for 5 "Yes*

Votes, of which former Governors George M. Leader and William \V.

Scranton served as co-chairmen. More than a hundred delegates to the

Maryland convention carried the burden of the campaign for adoption of

the proposed new document. The Connecticut, Maryland, Hawaii and

other conventions established speakers' bureaus; in Connecticut the dele-

gates formed a series of "task forces" which appeared before citizens'

groups throughout the state.

With few exceptions governors have expressed support for proposals of

conventions. Governor Nelson A. Rockefeller gave "lukewarm" endorse-

ment to the proposed new constitution of New York in 1967, although

most Republican leaders in the convention opposed it. In Michigan,

Democratic Governor John B. Swainson opposed adoption of the new

constitution in 1962, but his Republican successor, George W. Romney,

strongly endorsed and campaigned for it. Former Rhode Island Governor

Dennis
J.

Roberts, who served as president of the 1964-1969 convention,

opposed its document; Republican Governor John H. Chafee also op-

posed it.

Generally, legislators have supported most convention proposals, espe-

cially those made by the limited conventions over which state lawmak-

ing bodies have exercised substantial initial controls in specifying the

limits of their authority. Illustrative of the exceptions to usual legislative

support was the continued active hostility of some Michigan legislators

in 1962-1963 to the proposed new document. Official opposition to pro-

posed new or revised constitutions has tended generally to come from

local government officers and state elective officials who have feared a

threat to their status in the power structure.

Civic groups that have actively supported state governmental reform
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efforts in the initial stages and worked originally for conventions have

usually been favorable to their proposals. There are notable exceptions,

however, well exemplified in New York where the League of Women
Voters opposed adoption of the proposed new constitution in 1967, mainly

because of dissatisfaction with the judicial article and some provisions

dealing with education and reapportionment. Organizations and official

groups that previously opposed conventions because they desired to

maintain the status quo have usually extended their opposition to pro-

posals for constitutional change made by these constituent assemblies.

Convention Funding

State and territorial legislatures appropriated funds for all 27 conven-

tions. Table 11 hsts the appropriation figures which, although not precise

for all conventions because exact data were not available to the writer,

are sufficiently accurate to provide a general index or guide. Except for

five limited conventions (the three in Tennessee and two in Virginia),

initial funding was for stated sums. The enabling acts in Tennessee mere-

ly placed convention delegates on the same pay scale as members of the

legislature; in Virginia the appropriation language specified "a sum suf-

ficient" to fulfill the needs of the special constituent assemblies. Exclud-

ing the expenses of electing delegates to the two Virginia bodies, the

cost of each of these conventions approximated only $10,000 for the

short periods they were in session. Fixed appropriations for all conven-

tions ranged from $25,000 for each of the limited assemblies in Rhode

Island (1944, 1951 and 1955) to $10 million for New York's unhmited

convention in 1967.

Legislative funding of the 15 unlimited conventions ranged upward

from $60,000 for New Hampshire in 1948 to the New York high. It is

noteworthy that New York's $10 million appropriation exceeded the total

legislative funding combined for the other 14 unlimited conventions. As

Table 11 indicates, however, only approximately $6.5 milhon was actu-

ally spent for the operation of the New York body. The average appro-

priation for the 15 unlimited conventions was $1,294,608. If New York is

excluded, the average drops to a more realistic $672,794. Probably an

even closer approximation to the cost of recent unhmited constitutional

assemblies ($910,588) results if the New Hampshire bodies are also ex-

duded because they proposed more limited constitutional changes, were
in session for shorter periods and had lower appropriations than the

other conventions. The median in the sequence of appropriations for im-
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limited conventions arranged in order of their magnitude is the $500,000

appropriation to the 1965 Connecticut body.

Three territories held unhmited constitution-making assemblies during

the 1950s, and the legislatures provided substantial financial support.

Alaska made the largest initial appropriation, $300,000, but total legisla-

tive funding for the 1950 Hawaii convention amounted to $655,000.

Puerto Rico's appropriation of $250,000 was the smallest.

The figures for limited conventions are much lower than those for the

unlimited bodies ' because their mandates restricted their activity and
they were in session for shorter periods with resulting lower costs. Legis-

lati\'e appropriations for limited con\'entions ranged upward from $25,000

for each of the three Rhode Island bodies to $1,560,000 for the 1967-

1968 Pennsylvania convention. E.\cluding the three Tennessee assemblies

for which data are not available, average legislative funding for the nine

remaining bodies was $256,234. Because its appropriation was almost four

and a half times that of the next highest (New Jersey, 1947), inclusion of

the Pennsylvania figure is distorting and produces an atypical result;

e.vcluding it, the resulting average is $93,263.

The appropriation figures listed in Table 11 generally reflect the costs

of holding constitutional conventions at the particular times that they

were convened. Rising costs and inflationary trends, during the last

decade especially, are reflected in the relatively higher figiu'es for the

1960s. A comparison of the two unlimited conventions in Hawaii, each

of which was operative for approximately three and a half months, is

illustrative: Total funding for the 1950 body was $655,000; for the 1968

conv-ention, $1,680,000. Thus, unless adjustments are made, comparison

of the costs of holding constitutional conventions at different times dur-

ing a 30-year period presents a distorted result. If appropriate adjust-

ments are made, however, the resulting comparisons can be useful to

planners of future conventions.
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EPILOGUE: DEVELOPMENTS DURING 1969

Three constitutional conventions were oflBcially operative at some time
during 1969 in Arkansas, New Mexico and Illinois. The voters approved
the respective convention calls at referenda held November 5, 1968. Each
of the constituent assemblies had unlimited authority to propose changes;
each was composed of delegates elected on a nonpartisan basis-those
in Arkansas and New Mexico from the same districts as members of the
lower house of the legislature, and those in IlUnois from state senatorial

districts. The New Mexico convention was the only one to complete its

work and submit a proposed new constitution to the electorate during
1969. The other two continued into 1970. Table 16 provides general in-

formation on the three conventions, each of which is described in further

detail below.

Arkansas' Seventh Convention

The 100 delegates to the Arkansas convention were elected on Novem-
ber 5, 1968, at the same time the voters approved the convention call. A
two-day organizational meeting was held January 7-8, 1969. Robert A.

Leflar, former dean of the University of Arkansas Law School and chair-

man of the study commission, was elected president; four vice presidents

were also elected, one from each congressional district. Ten substantive

and four operational committees and approximately 33 employees assisted

the delegates.

With a total appropriation of $605,200 the convention began its work
on May 27 and was authorized to operate for four months. It recessed on
August 21 after completing second reading of a proposed new constitu-

tion. Among the major issues that developed were usury, right to work,
voting age, executive reorganization, independence of the game and fish

and highway commissions, selection of judges and limitations on the tax-

ing power. The convention recx)nvened on January 12, 1970, and com-
pleted its work on February 10. Ninety-eight delegates approved the pro-

posed new constitution, one dissented, and one abstained.

The document, like most such instruments, contained numerous com-

promises reflecting the efforts of the delegates to accommodate as many
interest groups as feasible. A sample of delegates' opinions indicated a

general consensus that they had produced a practical, conscr\ativi- in-
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strument that was a great improvement over the present constitution.

Total words in the new document are 16,740, including a 3,169-word

schedule, as contrasted with an estimated 46,000 words in the 1874 con-

stitution. The referendum will be on November 3, 1970. Careful and eco-

nomical administration of the convention, reflected in the $25 per diem

and $10 per day expense payments to delegates, resulted in an estimated

savings of approximately $125,000 which will be returned to the state

treasury.

The New Mexico Convention

New Mexico's first constitutional convention since statehood was the

second such assembly to convene in 1969. The New Mexico body was sup-

ported by an appropriation of $250,000 and was given 60 days to perform

its task. Compensation of delegates was $20 per day and a mileage al-

lowance for one round trip. The 70 delegates, who were elected June 17,

1969, began their work on August 5 at the state capitol in Santa Fe. A
former speaker of the House of Representatives, Bruce King, was elected

president, and he appointed four vice presidents. General administrative

framework of the convention included nine substantive and four opera-

tional committees and a stafiE of approximately 65 secretarial, clerical and

custodial personnel. Principal issues that developed focused mainly on

the short ballot, executive reorganization, judicial selection, local home

rule and public support for parochial education. After 64 days of arduous

labor, the delegates approved a proposed new constitution and adjourned

sine die on October 20.

Among the significant changes proposed were: annual legislative ses-

sions without limit, reapportionment of the legislature every 10 years,

executive reorganization subject to legislative veto, increased guberna-

torial powers of law enforcement, a shorter ballot, integration of execu-

tive agencies into 20 departments, a limit of two successive four-year

terms for elective officers, reduction of the voting age to 20 and per-

missive legislative authority to relax requirements for voting in presiden-

tial elections, limited local home rule, reorganization of the state board of

education, legislative authority to provide for local initiation of ordi-

nances, and a liberalized amendment and revision procedure. The most

significant changes were in the legislative and executive branches and

local government. The proposed document contained an estimated 15,000

words, approximately 9,000 shorter than the present constitution.

Less than two months intervened between sine die adjournment of

the convention and the referendum on the constitution, which was sub-

mitted as a single proposition on December 9. Convention delegates bore
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the major campaign burden in support of the document, which was en-

dorsed by most statewide organizations. Major opponents included legis-

lators, public employees and some conservation groups. The voters re-

jected the proposed constitution by a vote of 59,685 to 63,387—a margin

of only 3,702 in a total vote of 123,072. The urban areas gave the docu-

ment the greatest support; it lost heavily in the state's Spanish-spealdng

areas.

Illinois' Sixth Constituent Assembly

Almost 100 years to the day after the constitutional convention that

drafted Illinois' present constitution met, the state's sixth constituent as-

sembly convened on December 8, 1969, in the chamber of the House of

Representatives in Springfield.* The constitutional convention enabling

act, approved by Governor Richard B. Ogilvie on May 7, 1969, provided

for 116 delegates, two elected on a nonpartisan basis from each senatorial

district at a special election on November 18. To choose nominees in

those districts where five or more persons filed petitions for nomination,

the act provided for a primary election on September 23. Besides pro-

vision for nomination and election of delegates, the enabling legislation

appropriated $2.88 milhon to defray convention expenses. Designated

rate of compensation for delegates was $625 per month for a period not

to exceed eight months, plus $75 per diem for a maximum of 100 days, in

addition to mileage, a postage allotment and expenses; the act specified

appropriate adjustments for ofiiceholder delegates and convention officers.

The delegates elected Samuel W. Witwer, a Chicago attorney and

former Republican candidate for the U. S. Senate ( 1960), president of the

convention; also named were three vice presidents and a secretary. Ad-

ditional organizational components for accomplishing the mission of the

convention were nine substantive and three procedural committees. The

tentative schedule for convention procedure is as follows: February-

committee hearings; March—preparation of committee proposals and

supporting reports; April and May—first reading of committee proposals

in committee of the whole; June—convention debates on second reading;

July—final convention action on third reading, determination of the meth-

od of submission, and approval of the "Address to the People" ( constitu-

tion submission ) .' Although there is no time limit on the convention, the

' The present constitution of Illinois, ratified July 2, 1870, was the product

"f the state's fourth constitutional convention which met from December 13,

1S69 to May 13, 1870.

' Tlic Weekly Illinois Constitutional Convention Summary, No. 4, week end-

"iR February 7, 1970, p. 1.
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delegates' pay will terminate alter eight months (or on August 8, 1970).

The enabling act directed the convention to submit its proposals ) to

the voters not less than two nor more than six months after adjournment.

On April 14 the convention adopted the recommendation of its Rules

Committee "that revisions, alterations or amendments to the constitution

proposed by the convention be submitted to the voters at an election to

take place after the November 3 general election."'" In an earlier action

the convention had agreed that the special election for ratification be set

not less than 27 days before, nor 27 days following, the general election.
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